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Introduction 

In 2010, the former owner of the site (Intec Envirometals Pty Ltd) applied for a permit (Permit Part B, PCE 

7998/1) to extract smelter slag from historic heaps remaining at the former Tasmanian Smelters site near 

Zeehan. The permit allowed for a total of 100,000 tonnes of material to be extracted from the South 

Stockpile. Between 2012 and 2020, this permit was used to extract smelter slag for export to China and 

Korea. 

The Proponent (Tartana Resources Limited) currently holds permit DA2020/074 (including Permit Part B 

PCE 10561/1) for the recovery of the smelter slag from the South Stockpile, down to a level one metre 

above the underlying historic tailings (Stage 1 of the Project). 

The Proponent would now like to extend 

their permit to recover and export the North 

Stockpile smelter slag, which is estimated at 

a further ~86,000 tonnes, as well as crushing 

of oversize material from both stockpiles, 

and blending of materials from the two 

stockpiles to achieve the correct zinc grade 

for export. It is anticipated that this would 

occur over the next 12 months. This project 

for on-site excavation, screening, crushing 

and blending of the slag resource is being 

referred to as Zeehan Zinc Project – Stage 2. 

Final site closure and remediation plans will 

be developed during Stage 2 operations, in 

consultation with MMG, while the 1m layer 

of slag overlying the historic tailings will 

remain in place as a temporary cover. 

Further detail on rehabilitation is provided in 

section C.10.  

 

Figure 1 Zeehan Zinc slag extraction 2021 
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A. Proponent Name and Contact Details 

Table 1 Proponent Details 

Proponent Name Tartana Resources Limited 

ABN 90 126 905 726 

Business Address 169 Blues Point Road, McMahons Point NSW 2060 

Postal Address 169 Blues Point Road, McMahons Point NSW 2060 

Contact Name Stephen Bartrop 

Phone Number 0408 486 163 

Email Address sbartrop@r3dresources.com.au 

 

Table 2 Details of Person Lodging Council Applications/Permits 

Company Name CP Developments  

ABN 51 921 459 008 

Business Address Suite1, Level 1, 178 Charles St, Launceston, Tasmania  

Postal Address Suite1, Level 1, 178 Charles St, Launceston, Tasmania, 

Contact Name Chloe Lyne 

Phone Number 0408 397 393 

Email Address chloe@cpdelivery.com.au 

 

Table 3 Consultant Engaged to Prepare Environmental Reports 

Company Name Environmental Service & Design Pty Ltd 

ABN 97 107 517 144 

Business Address 74 Minna Road, Heybridge TAS 7316 

Postal Address PO Box 651, Burnie TAS 7320 

Contact Name Rod Cooper 

Phone Number 03 6431 2999 

Email Address rcooper@esandd.com.au 
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B. Proposal Description 

B.1 Overview of Activity and Site 

B.1.1 Proposed Activity 

New Activity/ 

Intensification of 

Existing Activity 

Intensification of Existing Activity 

The Proponent (Tartana Resources Limited) currently holds a planning permit 
(DA2020/74) and associated environmental approvals (Permit Part B 10561/1) for 
the recovery of the smelter slag from the southern stockpile only, down to a level 
one metre above the historic tailings.  

Stage 2 of the Project will enable Tartana to continue to recover the remaining slag 
inventory in the South Stockpile, begin extraction on the North Stockpile, crush 
oversize materials onsite, and blend materials to achieve the desired zinc grade. 
The final material will be transported by truck to Burnie for export. Excavation, 
screening, crushing and transport to Burnie will be carried out by contractor (S.D. 
Groves Earthmoving Pty Ltd). 

Stage 2 (removal of the North Stockpile and crushing of oversize materials) will 
require new planning approvals under the Land Use Planning and Approvals Act 
1993 (Section 57), and will be processed as a new Development Application (DA). 

Material Historic slag (zinc resource), from both the South and North Stockpiles 

All material extracted will be removed from site, with oversized material to be 
crushed onsite (new activity in this Stage 2 of Project) prior to export. 

Maximum 

Extraction Quantity 

Combined with Stage 1, approximately 420,000 tonnes of material in total. 

Stockpile volumes are shown in Table 4. Material extraction will continue at a rate 
of between 10,000 to 30,000 tonnes per month, resulting in likely completion in 
mid-to-late 2022 (depending on permit approval timeframes). 

Maximum 

Processing Quantity 

The maximum material handling rate will be 140,000m³ p.a. (the same as under 
the existing DA2020/74, Permit Part B 10561/1). See Table 4 for further detail.   

Material Extraction 

and Processing 

The slag will be physically extracted using earthmoving equipment and will be 
screened within the Project Area to remove debris and oversize materials. 
Equipment will include a bulldozer and front-end loader, while screening will be 
carried out using a mobile screening excavator. By using the screen built into the 
excavator bucket, screening can be conducted as the material is excavated, 
minimising material handling. 
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Oversize materials will be temporarily stockpiled, before being processed in a 
mobile crushing plant. Materials from the oversize, North, and South Stockpiles 
will be mixed as they are loaded into trucks in order to achieve the desired zinc 
grade for export. 

Transport Extraction and transport will be at a rate of 10-30kt per month, with road transport 
occurring Monday to Saturday using up to 8 truck and trailer units running on a 10-
hour day shift (maximum 20 return trips per day). This is the same as the existing 
rate under permit DA2020/74.  

Average tonnage rates currently are ~22,000 tonnes per month. 

The transport route is shown in Figure 2. 

Stockpiling Temporary stockpiles of oversize and crushed materials, for both the North and 
South Stockpiles will be created as extraction progresses. No clearing activities will 
occur on the site, so no soil stockpiles will be present. 

Slag stockpiles will not remain onsite for long periods, as truck transport will be 
ongoing at maximum rates in order to meet shipping schedules and to take 
advantage of the current opportunity for sale of the zinc slag.  

Area of Disturbance No new clearing of areas is required due to historic operations 

Stage 2 operations will cover approx. 2.5ha of area (see Appendix 1 for maps) 

Major Equipment The existing operation utilises a bulldozer, front end loader and an excavator with 
a screening attachment in the bucket.  

New equipment to be added as part of Stage 2 includes a mobile crushing plant. 

Infrastructure The existing site office and portaloo will remain in use for Stage 2. No other new 
infrastructure is proposed. 

All activities (extraction, stockpiling, crushing of oversize materials, and blending 
of materials to achieve correct grade) will occur on the project site, and no offsite 
infrastructure is required. Material for export will be trucked directly from the site 
to facilities at/near the Burnie Port. 

Proposal Timeline The opportunity for removal of the historic slag stockpiles has risen in part due to 
COVID-19 impacts on shipping and production worldwide. As such, the proposal is 
time sensitive, and Stage 2 extraction, crushing, and shipping will commence as 
soon as all environmental and planning approvals are completed. 

In addition, the North Stockpile is of lower zinc grade than the South Stockpile, so 
blending of the lower grade material will need to occur as soon as possible to avoid 
the potential for the North Stockpile materials to be left behind at the end of the 
Project. 

Operating Hours 7:00am to 5:00pm; Monday to Saturday 
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Table 4 Estimated Stockpile Volumes 

Date August 2020 June 2021 November 2021 

North Stockpile 86,000 tonnes 86,000 tonnes 86,000 tonnes (45,260 m³) 

South Stockpile 334,000 tonnes 160,000 tonnes 115,000 tonnes (60,530 m³) 

Total Slag 
Resource 

420,000 tonnes 246,000 tonnes 

At 22kt/month – 11.2 months  

201,000 tonnes (105,790 m³) 

At 22kt/month = 9 months 

A maximum annual processing quantity of 140,000m³ (264,000 tonnes) is sought as the permit limit. This is 
based on  

• Between 10,000 and 30,000 tonnes per month of material, averaging 22,000 per month (anticipated 
shipping schedule of one 22kt shipment every 6 weeks) 

• Post extraction, resulting density under current extraction is ~1.90 tonnes/m³ 

• Using density of 1.9tonnes/m³, and maximum 22kt per month, maximum annual rate = 140,000m³ 

Remaining extraction is expected to be completed in mid-2022 (dependant on permit approval timing) 

 

Figure 2 Truck route from Tartana Resource project site to Burnie Port (141km) 
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B.1.2 Location and Planning Context 

Location Address: Henty Road 

The site is located 2km south of the township of Zeehan on the Zeehan-Strahan 
Road (also known as Henty Road); it is located on Crown Land (Parks and Wildlife 
Service), part of the Crotty Ridge Regional Reserve.  

Land Zoning and 

Tenure 

The site is zoned as Environmental Management under the Tasmanian Planning 
Scheme - West Coast Local Provisions Schedule.  

The land tenure is Regional Reserve, under the Nature Conservation Act 2002. 

Use Class & 

Permissibility 

Extractive Industry, Materials Handling and Mineral Processing 

The removal of the smelter slag falls within the ‘Extractive Industry’ use class which 
is Discretionary in the Environmental Management Zone. 

Mining Lease 3M/2017 (which is encompassed by ML 9M/1991, owned by MMG) 

Lease Area 22 hectares 

 

B.1.3 Rationale for Proposal and Alternatives 

Rationale The Proponent has been successful in entering into a binding commercial 
agreement with a US-based leading non-ferrous trading house MCC Non-Ferrous 
Trading (hereafter “MCC”) to sell the recovered slag inventory. The proponent has 
been able to achieve this commercial opportunity both as a result of the recent 
increase in the zinc metal prices in the world market, and due to the global impact 
of COVID19. The opportunity is therefore time sensitive, and the Proponent 
intends to move ahead with this project as soon as the required approvals are 
received. 

The removal of the historic slag will also contribute to the ongoing remediation of 
the site, reducing the environmental risk from heavy metals potentially leaching 
from the stockpiles. It also removes barriers to the potential future removal of the 
underlying historic tailings, which are a known source of acid mine drainage 
reporting to Austral Creek. 

Alternatives No other commercial alternatives are currently available for the removal or 
processing of the zinc slag resource.   
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B.1.4 Description of Existing Site and Surrounds 

Land Use The Zeehan Project site is part of the former Tasmanian Smelters operation and 
fronts onto Henty Road approximately 2 kilometres south of the township of 
Zeehan. The site was closed in 1948 and has remained in an uncontrolled condition 
since that date. A plaque stands opposite the site giving a brief summary of the 
history of the former smelter. There are no buildings on the site. 

Between 1896 and 1948 pyrometallurgical processing of ore from the Zeehan 
mineral field was performed on the site, primarily recovering lead (Pb), silver (Ag) 
and copper (Cu). Zinc recovery was unsuccessful using the technology available at 
the time, and consequently the zinc reported to the slag during the smelting 
process.  

Today, the former smelter site consists of two large slag piles (North and South). 
The South stockpile contains on average 11% Zn. Historic artefacts of the mineral 
processing remain on the site, as well as historic tailings which are both at surface 
level, as well as underlying the slag in the South Stockpile. 

The nearest residential receptor is approximately 1.5km to the north (Figure 4, 
page 10). The West Coast Council operates a waste transfer centre to the north of 
the Project site. 

Topography The Project site is located on a flat area on the western side of a low hill, and the 
area is terraced due to the historic mining and smelting activities. A small creek 
(Austral Creek) crosses the area on the southwestern corner, downstream of the 
stockpiles and access road, flowing south. 

Climate Average annual rainfall: 2375.2mm (BOM, Station 97054) 

Average min/max temperature: 6.3 – 15.2°C (BOM, Station 97016) 

Predominant wind direction: Westerly 

Geology The slag stockpile area and the surrounding area are underlain by sedimentary 
rocks of the Wurawina supergroup, predominantly quartz sandstone with beds of 
limestone and mudstone. The western portion of the ML is underlain by Cenozoic 
alluvium and marsh deposits. 

Soils Unlike many other mining operations, the Zeehan Zinc project does not require 
any land clearing or soil stripping, with all operations to be carried out on the 
existing stockpiles above the in-situ soils. 

The South Stockpile is located partially overtop historic acid-forming tailings, which 
are a source of acid mine drainage into Austral Creek. The bottom 1m of the South 
Stockpile slag material will temporarily remain in place during operations to 
protect these tailings, and this slag material will then be removed as part of the 
site rehabilitation (see section C.10 for details of the rehabilitation plan). 
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Soils underlying the North Stockpile are largely an unknown, due to the historic 
slag pile being in place for a significant period of time. During the rehabilitation of 
the site, soil testing will be undertaken for contaminants, and some stripping 
and/or new topsoil spreading may occur (see section C.10.1 for details of the 
rehabilitation plan). 

Hydrology Austral Creek runs through the southwest corner of the ML for 400m and crosses 
the highway 50 metres south of the South Stockpile. Site surface water will report 
to this creek. There are no other waterways on the site. Austral Creek water quality 
is already considerably impacted by the historic operations and tailings. 

Natural Values A search of the Natural Values index (Appendix 2) found six records of Tasmanian 
devil sightings (Sarcophilus harrisii) within 500m of the site. As the site where 
processing is occurring has no vegetation and no natural habitat, there are no devil 
dens on or near the site.  There are no threatened species communities within 
1000m of the site, and most of the site is classed as FUM (Extra-urban 
miscellaneous). 

Traffic levels will remain the same as the current operation, and represent less 
than 10% night-time increase on Henty Road from baseline, so no additional 
roadkill management measures are required. 

 

B.2 Site Layout and Development 

The site is located 2km south of the township of Zeehan on the Zeehan-Strahan Road, also known as Henty 

Road (Figure 3). The Zeehan Zinc Project is located on Mining Lease 3M/2017, which has a lease area of 

22 hectares. The Project Area is surrounded by Mining Lease 9M/1991 (not part of this Project/proposal). 

The nearest residential receptor is 1.5km to the north, shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 3 General location of Zeehan Zinc Project, Tasmania 
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Figure 4 Nearest residential receptor 

The general layout of the site is shown in Appendix 1, with Stage 2 works focused on the North Stockpile 

for excavation. Drainage/stormwater lines within the working area are not shown as these will change 

throughout the life of the project, in accordance with the changing levels of the stockpile. Similarly, a bund 

may be used to separate machinery from the roadway during works within the 20m buffer zone, and this 

location may change during works or as required by permits from the road authority, so this is not marked 

in the layout. 

The South Stockpile is 15m above the Henty Road level at its highest point, with a flat top. The stockpile 

is extracted in layers, working in a north to south direction. Similarly, work on the North Stockpile will also 

involve extraction in layers, working outwards from the main screening and loading areas (south to north). 
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Prior to works commencing on the North Stockpile, two heritage features1 will be relocated east of the 

slag dumps, in close proximity with the majority of the remaining site heritage. Other areas will be 

barricaded to ensure works do not encroach on high significance features. Further detail on the site 

heritage management is included as section B.4. 

Each layer will be stripped, screened and loaded. Oversized material and debris will be removed, with 

oversize material stockpiled temporarily prior to crushing. Working stockpiles of North and South material 

will also be developed to facilitate efficient loading of trucks and control of zinc grade. The location of 

working product stockpiles will vary, but will be in the general screening and loading areas at the northern 

end of the South Stockpile. 

A 1.0m base of resource layer will be temporarily left in situ on the South Stockpile to protect the 

underlying tailings from disturbance during operations. This 1m cover will be removed during remediation 

of the site (see section C.10 for details of the rehabilitation plan). 

B.3 Description of Existing Activity 

Existing activities occurring on the site under DA2020/74 (including Permit Part B 10561/1) include: 

• Excavation of historic slag from the South Stockpile (leaving a minimum 1m layer in place above 

the historic tailings during operations), using a bucket with screen attached to ensure debris is 

removed and not sent to the Burnie Port2  

• Stockpiling of oversize materials 

• Trucking of slag to the Burnie Port 

Current operations occur Monday to Saturday 7:00am to 5:00pm, and this will continue in Stage 2. Existing 

infrastructure (site office and portaloo) will be maintained, with no additional infrastructure required for 

Stage 2. Activities to be added in this Stage 2 of the Project: 

• Relocation of the heritage artefacts #12 and #8 (the ‘Green’ Room, and linear machinery scatter) 

from the North Stockpile, under appropriate supervision (see section B.4 for further detail) 

• Barricading of other heritage features in vicinity of Stage 2 works 

• Excavation of historic slag from the North Stockpile 

• Crushing of oversize materials 

• Blending of materials from South, North and (crushed) Oversize Stockpiles to achieve desired zinc 

grade 

 
1 #8 and #12; miscellaneous linear scatter and the ‘Green Room’ respectively; further details in section B.4 
2 Unscreened material was found to cause significant damage to port infrastructure early in Stage 1 works 
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Once slag stockpiles are removed from the site during Stage 2, final closure and rehabilitation of the site 

will be able to be undertaken. 

The area of disturbance will be extended to ~2.5 ha (currently ~1.8ha in Stage 1) to encompass the North 

Stockpile area. No vegetation clearance or soil stripping is required (due to historic mining activities on 

the site), so no soil stockpiles will be created. 

A search of the Aboriginal Heritage Register has been undertaken by Aboriginal Heritage Tasmania (AHT), 

and there is no known Aboriginal heritage located with the works area. The area is already highly modified 

and the likelihood of encountering any Aboriginal heritage is low, however works will be carried out in 

accordance with the Unanticipated Discovery Plan (Appendix 6), of which a copy will be maintained on 

site. 

Noise and dust surveys have been conducted during Stage 1 operations and showed no issues or offsite 

impacts (see sections C.1 and C.3), however due to equipment breakdown on the day of the surveys, they 

will be conducted again during full Stage 2 works. No public complaints have occurred during Stage 1 

works. However, some extraction of North Stockpile materials (outside of existing EPN10561/1 approvals) 

has been undertaken in late 2021; no other breaches of EPN10561/1 have been reported. 

Management Measure 1: Works will be carried out in accordance with the Unanticipated 

Discovery Plan (Aboriginal Heritage Tasmania, 2018) 

B.4 Heritage Features 

The Project Area has been subject to considerable historic mining and processing activity, with a number 

of relevant features identified in a 2010 heritage survey (Kostoglou, 2010) which are listed on the Mining 

Lease as requiring protection from impact. Most features are located east of the stockpiles.  

Stage 2 works will require that two of the features (#8 and #12) be relocated from the area prior to 

commencement of excavation on the North Stockpile. A heritage assessment was conducted in order to 

update the comprehensive 2010 report, and to provide recommendations in the context of the proposed 

Stage 2 works (Appendix 3).  

In relation to sites 8 and 12, the following recommendation was made: 

“Examination of the Tasmanian Heritage Council: Practice Note 7 – Conserving Moveable 

Heritage has found that there is no need to apply for a discretionary permit or a certificate of 

exemption regarding the relocation of Site 12, due to the former Tasmanian Smelter Company 

site not being on any State or National heritage registers. The option of relocation for Site 12 was 

found to be viable (see Table i). Relocation was also recommended for Site 8 (see Table i). The 

relocation processes for both sites would require the supervision of a qualified archaeologist.” 
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Figure 5 Heritage features identified in 2010 survey (Source: 3M/2017, Figure 2) 

In addition, sites 11 and 15 were deemed to be at suitable proximity from the operation, and it was 

recommended that barricades be erected (under the supervision of an archaeologist) to protect from all 

unnecessary impacts. 

A site for relocation of features 8 and 12 is also proposed in the report, and is shown on Figure 6. 

Management Measure 2: Heritage features in proximity to the operational area (#11 and 

#15) will be suitably barricaded and marked to prevent 

unintentional impacts, prior to commencement of Stage 2 

Management Measure 3: Heritage features #8 and #12 will be relocated under supervision 

of a qualified archaeologist, prior to commencement of Stage 2 
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Figure 6 Heritage features and proposed relocation site for #8 and #12 

C. Potential Environmental Impacts 

C.1 Air Quality 

It is expected that minimal airborne dust will be produced during extraction from the stockpile, given the 

nature of the material (slag from previous metallurgical processing, with generally large particle sizes). 

The use of a 50mm screen (fitted to the excavator) may release additional dust, but most dust is expected 

to be generated by crushing of oversize materials, loading, and traffic movements. Dust generation is not 

expected to be a significant risk to workers and receptors.  

As the prevailing wind is from the west, any dust created by the operation is most likely to be blown back 

across the work site rather than to the west across the road. Dust suppression methods such as a water 

cart will be used as required, likely during the drier summer months.  
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A minimum separation distance of 750m from residences and other sensitive uses is recommended in the 

Quarry Code of Practice3 (2017, 3rd edition, section 6.1.2), to minimise dust and noise impacts. The nearest 

residential receptor is 1.5km to the north of the operation, twice the recommended minimum distance, 

and is highly unlikely to be impacted by dust. 

As silica is a component of the slag material, a sampling round was undertaken for total and respirable 

dust in July 2021 to confirm that no additional controls were required. The monitoring showed silica levels 

below exposure standards, however due to equipment breakdown, the sampling was not conducted 

during a full day of normal operation. The report recommends that another sampling round is conducted, 

which will be timed to include the new crushing activities. 

Management Measure 4: Dust on the site will be minimised by use of a water cart as required 

Management Measure 5: A total and respirable silica survey will be undertaken within 3 months of 

permit issue 

C.2 Water Quality 

C.2.1 Processing and Wastewaters 

The Project does not have a site water supply, and site processes do not require water, nor produce 

wastewater. Water for use in dust suppression will be sourced offsite, likely from a local Council water 

filling point.  

C.2.2 Surface Waters 

Water from rainfall runoff will be directed into drainage channels around the site. Where possible, these 

will be directed around working areas and contain sediment fencing to reduce potential for offsite 

transport of silt. Sediment fencing will also be installed on the runoff channel from the historic tailings 

dam (downstream from South Stockpile face). All runoff will discharge into Austral Creek (Figure 7, 

Appendix 1). 

Monitoring points have been established in four (4) locations (Appendix 1) to ensure water quality in 

Austral Creek is not adversely affected by operations. These points will continue to be sampled monthly, 

and will be analysed for the parameters shown in Table 5.  

Table 5 Water monitoring parameters 

Field Monitoring Offsite NATA-accredited Laboratory 

pH, Conductivity 
Turbidity 

Temperature 

Total Suspended Solids (TSS) 
Sulphate, Chloride 

Dissolved Metals (Arsenic, Cadmium, Copper, Iron, Manganese, 
Nickel, Lead, Zinc) 

 

 
3 2017, 3rd edition; section 6.1.2, for new quarries with crushing and screening activities 
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C.2.3 Groundwater 

As there is no excavation occurring into the natural ground surface, only removal of existing slag 

stockpiles, it is not anticipated that groundwater will be encountered during works. Works on the site are 

also not expected to alter the existing groundwater levels or quality, and so no management measures 

are proposed for groundwater at this stage. 

 

 Figure 7 Drainage lines and proposed monitoring locations 
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C.2.4 Potential AMD and Leaching 

Historic tailings are present on the site which are a source of acid drainage into Austral Creek. These 

tailings are both exposed at surface (south of the slag piles), and are also underneath part of the South 

Stockpile. As per previous approvals (DA2020/74, Permit Part B 10561/1) a minimum 1m layer of slag will 

be left in-situ on the South Stockpile as a temporary cover to minimise the potential risk of increased 

oxidation of underlying tailings.  

The extent of the historic tailings in both area and depth is unknown, and so an Unanticipated Discovery 

of Tailings Plan has been developed to manage the risk of any potential encounter with tailings during 

extraction (Appendix 5).  

Water monitoring at Austral Creek Downstream will be evaluated annually specifically to identify any 

changes or trends in water quality, and if changes are evident, monitoring may be increased in frequency, 

sites and/or parameters. In the event that trends show evidence of increased oxidation of the underlying 

tailings, removal of the slag from site will continue and studies will commence into the options and design 

for temporary stabilisation, capping, or other suitable treatment of the tailings and/or runoff. It is 

anticipated that final clay capping of the tailings will form part of the remediation of the site once the 

Proponent completes Stage 2 of the Project (see section C.10 for further detail). 

The slag material itself is also a historic source of leaching, however has been present onsite for decades 

with no cover layer to minimise oxygen transport through the slag piles. Unlike tailings, which with their 

much smaller particle size may form a ‘crust’ layer which over time reduces water and oxygen transport 

into the material, the Zeehan zinc slag is more akin to gravel, with no crust or hardpan evident.  

Geochemical investigations4 of slag material (both North and South piles) undertaken in 2019 have to date 

given the following results; 

• Total Sulfur ranges from 2.7 to 4.8 % (wt) 

• Maximum Potential Acidity (MPA) range of 83 to 146 kg-H2SO4/t 

• Measured NAG pH range 5.19 to 6.03; average 5.61 

• Paste pH range 5.38 to 6.68; average 6.17 

• Zinc is the most abundant element in leachates (by 1-2 orders of magnitude); zinc values in 

leachate were lower in samples from the South stockpile 

 
4 Parbhakar-Fox A, Gilmour S, Fox N, Olin P. Geometallurgical Characterization of Non-Ferrous Historical Slag in 
Western Tasmania: Identifying Reprocessing Options. Minerals. 2019; 9(7):415 
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 It is not expected that extraction and disturbance of the slag piles will materially alter their current 

potential for leaching. As material is removed from site, the overall potential loading from the stockpiles 

will reduce, resulting in a net environmental benefit to the site.  

Management Measure 6: Drainage pathways will be directed around working areas and contain 

sediment fencing 

Management Measure 7: Water sampling will be undertaken monthly to monitor effects on Austral 

Creek 

Management Measure 8: Results of water quality monitoring in Austral Creek will be evaluated annually, 

to identify any new trends or impacts. This annual review will also include an 

assessment of whether the current monitoring programme is sufficient or 

should be expanded or modified 

 Management Measure 9: A minimum 1m layer of slag will be left in-situ where the South Stockpile sits 

over historic tailings to prevent exposure of new areas 

C.3 Noise Emissions 

The nearest residence is 1.5km away to the north (Figure 4) and no noise complaints have been received 

during previous extraction activities in 2020/2021. All site activities (including road transport to Burnie) 

will occur Monday to Saturday, 7am to 5pm only, with no night activities. This is the same as the current 

operation, with no increase in traffic or loading emissions. A noise assessment was conducted in July 2021 

which did not identify any areas of concern, however due to an equipment breakdown onsite this was not 

considered a full day of normal operations. As a precautionary measure, and due to the addition of 

crushing activities (mobile crushing plant) in Stage 2, the Proponent will conduct a noise assessment 

within 3 months of permit issue to confirm there are no occupational or environmental concerns. 

Management Measure 10: Operations and transport will only occur Monday to Saturday, between 7am 

and 5pm in order to minimise both noise impacts and potential for roadkill  

Management Measure 11: An additional noise survey will be conducted once crushing operations 

(Stage 2) begin  

C.4 Waste Management 

C.4.1 General Wastes 

Waste management on the site will comply with the hierarchy of waste management. Waste receptacles 

for general waste will have animal proof lids and be routinely emptied. A portaloo will be located onsite, 

this will be maintained and emptied by an authorised waste company.  

A dedicated hydrocarbon-contaminated waste bin will be installed onsite, and any contaminated spill kit 

materials or hydrocarbon wastes will be regularly disposed of by an authorised waste company. 
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No chemical processing or servicing of equipment will occur onsite, so no processing wastes will be 

generated. 

C.4.2 Waste Rock/Stockpiles 

As the slag material is located in stockpiles on the surface, no overburden is generated during extraction. 

Some oversize material will be generated by screening, this will be temporarily stockpiled prior to 

crushing. 

Stockpiles (of oversize, South, and North slag) will be formed to ensure stable slopes are in place, and will 

be located away from drainage lines. All stockpiles will be temporary, to allow for blending of materials 

from the two slag piles (North and South) to achieve the desired zinc grade. Unlike traditional mining, the 

resources (two slag piles and oversize stockpiles) will be available for extraction concurrently, so 

extraction of materials from the piles can occur as shipping schedules and grade demands, minimising the 

required size/area for stockpiles. 

C.4.3 Historic Tailings 

The historic tailings have been exposed to oxidation for many years prior to the creation of the slag 

stockpile, and indeed, much of the tailings are currently exposed outside of this footprint (see Figure 7). 

These tailings have been leaching over time, with no remediation or capping previously undertaken. This 

means in the event that tailings are accidentally encountered, the risk of this causing a sudden change in 

leaching profile is unlikely.  

Aspect & Impact Context Actions to be taken 
Residual 

Risk Rating 

Encounter/exposure of 
tailings 

Potential impact on 
downstream water 

quality 

Historic tailings with much still 
currently exposed to air 

Clear visual difference between 
materials – rapid identification in 

event that tails exposed 

AMD already occurring from 
tailings into Austral Creek – not a 
pristine/greenfields environment 

Unanticipated Discovery of 
Tailings Plan, including at 
minimum: 

- Immediate recording of 
location and RL of site 

- Reinstatement of a 
minimum 1m layer over 
the exposed tails 

Low 

A minimum 1m layer of slag in the South Stockpile will be left in situ to protect underlying tailings and 

soils from being exposed during operations (see Management Measure on page 18). The underlying 

historic tailings are relatively flat, giving confidence that a minimum RL for extraction is sufficient to 

minimise any potential for interaction. There is also a clear visual difference between the slag being 

extracted and the underlying tailings, meaning any accidental encounter with tailings will be immediately 

recognised.  
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In the event that tailings are accidentally encountered, the actions in the Unanticipated Discovery of 

Tailings Plan will be undertaken, which include immediate reinstatement of a 1m layer above the tailings 

and logging of location (and RL) where tails were discovered. 

C.5 Environmentally Hazardous Materials 

There will be no oil changes or equipment servicing conducted on site. Refuelling of heavy equipment will 

take place onsite, using small bunded tanks located on the back of light vehicles. No fuel tanks will be 

installed, and no fuel will be stored onsite. In case of spills from damaged equipment or incidents during 

refuelling, a spill kit will be maintained onsite.  

Management Measure 12: A spill kit will be maintained onsite, and a dedicated hydrocarbon waste 

bin established  

C.6 Biodiversity and Natural Values 

The site is located within the Crotty Ridge Regional Reserve, and the project works are consistent with the 

objectives of the reserve, including: 

• to provide for mineral exploration activities and utilisation of mineral resources; and 

• to conserve sites or areas of cultural significance.5 

C.6.1 Threatened Flora 

A Natural Values Atlas Report has been generated for the site and is attached as Appendix 2. A single 

threatened flora species was recorded within 5000m of the site, an Orthoceras strictum (horned orchid). 

This observation record dates from 1896, and is positioned in Zeehan township (+/- 10000m). An orchid 

survey was conducted on the site in January 2021 by ES&D, with no sign of the horned orchid found. No 

threatened flora species were recorded withing 500m of the site.  

There are no threatened vegetation communities (TNVC 2020) found within 1000m of the site, with the 

majority of the site classified as FUM (Extra-urban miscellaneous). 

As no clearing of vegetation is proposed for the Project, no additional controls for threatened flora are 

needed. 

C.6.2 Threatened Fauna 

A search of the Natural Values Atlas (Appendix 2) found no threatened fauna records within 500m of the 

site. Species recorded within 5km of the site include the Tasmanian devil (Sarcophilus harrisii), spotted-

tail quoll (Dasyurus maculatus), and Australian grayling (Prototroctes maraena).  

 
5 National Parks and Reserves Management Act 2002 (Schedule 1, 7(a) and 7(f)) 
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As the site where processing is occurring has no vegetation and no natural habitat, there are no devil dens 

on or near the site.  In addition, Austral Creek is already highly impacted by historic processing and tailings 

run-off from the site.  

During Stage 2 works, sediment controls will be in place on drainage lines from the working areas, to 

minimise potential runoff into Austral Creek. Water monitoring will also be conducted monthly at four 

locations (see section C.9 for further detail).  

There were no raptor nests or sightings found within 500m of the site, and only two records within 5km 

of the site - wedge-tailed eagle (Aquila audax) sightings in 1991 and 1994. 

C.6.3 Environmental Impacts of Traffic 

Final material ready for export is transported by truck to Burnie. Up to 8 truck and trailer units are used 

on a ten-hour day shift, allowing for a maximum of twenty return trips per day. A Traffic Impact 

Assessment (TIA) was conducted for Stage 1 approvals, and is attached as Appendix 4. Based on section 

3.1 of the TIA, the increase in traffic movements is up to 11vph, which was considered to be very low given 

the function of Henty Road as a State Highway. Stage 2 operations will not result in any change or increase 

to this truck rate. 

There are records of Tasmanian devil (Sarcophilus harrisii) within 500m of the site, so no truck movements 

will occur outside of the 7am to 5pm (Monday – Saturday) daytime operations, to minimise potential 

interactions with Tasmanian devils (see Management Measure 10, page 18). 

The traffic profile for Henty Road showed that the maximum daily traffic movements are likely between 

523vpd (Base rate, 2018) and 555vpd (Projected 2021 rate). The Zeehan Zinc Project will contribute a 

maximum of 40vpd, with the majority of this traffic in daylight hours. This is significantly less than a 10% 

increase in night-time traffic, and so no further measures to mitigate roadkill are considered to be 

required.6 

C.7 Weeds, Pests and Pathogens 

Gorse is the most prevalent weed in the area particularly in the roadside areas between Zeehan and 

Strahan. As the site is a brownfields site, with existing ingress of weeds and no new clearing activities 

being required, management will focus on ongoing weed control as part of the operation of the site, in 

accordance with the Weed and Disease Planning and Hygiene Guidelines (DPIPWE, March 2015). A 

Weed and Disease Management Plan has been developed for the site (Appendix 7). 

In addition, and to prevent spread of pathogens, all equipment working on the site will be inspected and 

cleaned (using an appropriate cleaning solution for the control of Phytophthera cinnamomi) prior to 

entry to site. Within twelve (12) months of commencement of Stage 1 works, a suitably qualified person 

 
6 Natural and Cultural Heritage Division (2015) Survey Guidelines and Management Advice for Development 
Proposals that may impact on the Tasmanian Devil (Sarcophilus harrisii). Department of Primary Industries, Parks, 
Water and Environment.  
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will audit the site and processes to confirm that weed and pathogens are being controlled. This audit will 

be repeated annually until the Proponent ceases to be responsible for the site (e.g. once initial 

rehabilitation works completed for the stockpile areas/area of disturbance). 

Management Measure 13: Mobile plant and equipment will be cleaned and inspected prior to entry to 

site, using an appropriate checklist and a cleaning spray suitable for control 

of Phytophthera cinnamomi 

Management Measure 14: A Weed and Disease Management Plan will be developed for the site, within 6 

months of permit issue (Completed January 2022) 

Management Measure 15: Within twelve (12) months of commencement of Stage 1 works, and annually 

thereafter, a suitably qualified person will audit the site and processes to 

confirm that weed and pathogens are being controlled 

C.8 Fire Risk 

The site is located in a Bushfire Prone Area (Tasmania Planning Scheme), although fire risk onsite is 

reduced due to the brown-fields nature of the operation, with minimal vegetation in proximity to plant 

and traffic areas. The operation is located in an area surrounded by bush, but within reasonable distance 

of the nearest fire brigade. 

Potential ignition sources include machinery (e.g. crushing activities) and spontaneous ignition of sulphidic 

mining deposits, such as the historic tailings. The tailings will not be disturbed as part of the Stage 2 

operation, with a 1m slag layer to be left in place where the South Stockpile currently overlays the tailings. 

This will minimise any potential for ignition from this source. The slag material itself is very coarse and has 

been exposed to weather and oxidation for many years, so is unlikely to pose a risk of spontaneous 

ignition.  

Due to the heavily vegetated nature of the surrounding area, crushing activities will not be undertaken on 

Total Fire Ban days to prevent any bushfire risk. All plant, equipment and vehicles will be located within 

the existing cleared areas. All contractor vehicles and plant will carry fire extinguishers, and a water cart 

will be maintained on site for dust suppression and may also be used for firefighting purposes if necessary. 

Management Measure 16: No crushing activities will be undertaken on Total Fire Ban days 

Management Measure 17: All contractor vehicles and plant will carry fire extinguishers, and all 

reasonable and practicable measures will be taken by the contractor to 

prevent ignition and/or spread of fire from the site, including maintaining a 

water cart onsite during the fire season 
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C.9 Monitoring and Review 

This EER includes the following monitoring programmes. 

Programme/Report Frequency Description Further Detail 

Water monitoring Monthly Routine water monitoring of Austral Creek C.2.2 

Dust monitoring NA One-off survey for dust and silica C.1 

Noise monitoring NA One-off survey of noise emissions C.3 

Weed audit Annually 
Review of site weed and disease 
management 

C.7 

Environmental review Annually 
Review of water monitoring data to 
evaluate trends 

C.2.4 

 

C.10 Decommissioning and Rehabilitation 

Upon completion of Stage 2 works, the site will be substantially cleared of zinc slag material. A 1m layer 

will remain in-situ above the historic tailings at the southern end of the site, until the site moves into the 

rehabilitation phase. Where possible, options for removal of this slag, as well as the underlying tailings, as 

a saleable resource will be explored with the key stakeholders.  

A Decommissioning and Rehabilitation Plan (DRP) will be finalised within three (3) months of permit issue, 

in consultation with key stakeholders. The draft Decommissioning and Rehabilitation Plan is included 

below. 

Management Measure 18: A Decommissioning and Rehabilitation Plan (DRP) will be developed, and be 

finalised within 3 months of permit issue. 

C.10.1 Decommissioning & Rehabilitation Plan (Draft) 

General Works 

o Temporary buildings and amenities to be removed 

o Soil sampling to be conducted for hydrocarbons, in the vicinity of vehicle loading/park up areas. 

If there is evidence of contaminated soils, this is to be assessed by a suitably qualified person and 

a remediation plan developed 

o Water monitoring of the area to occur for a period of 12 months post-completion of operations 

o General signage and barricading will be checked and upgraded where necessary to ensure 

heritage features (particularly those relocated during Stage 2 operations) are clearly identified 
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o Road access point will be checked to ensure it is left in a stable condition, with secure gates 

o Drainage lines will be checked, and where practicable, drainage will be directed to the roadside 

tributary (to minimise potential runoff over historic tailings areas) 

o Weeds will be actively managed throughout the decommissioning and rehabilitation period, with 

a site inspection to be conducted by a suitably qualified person annually post-completion of 

operations, until the site is relinquished or transferred to MMG 

North Stockpile Area 

o Area will be cleared of slag material, all stockpiles, and debris 

o Soil sampling will be undertaken to ensure no contaminated materials remain at surface level 

o Minor contouring of the surface will occur, to ensure all slopes are stable, drainage lines are clear 

and to minimise the risk of future erosion or damage to heritage features 

o Where necessary, the area will have a layer of topsoil spread and be planted with native species; 

these activities to be conducted in appropriate seasons to maximise plant survival and minimise 

risk of topsoil erosion 

South Stockpile Area 

o Area will be cleared of all slag material, stockpiles, and debris, including the 1m protective slag 

layer over areas of historic tailings previously lying under the South Stockpile. This layer is to act 

as a temporary physical protection of the tailings until rehabilitation commences. 

o Historic tailings will remain in situ, and a clay capping layer will be applied to protect the tailings 

from future disturbance and erosion.  

o Soil sampling will be undertaken to ensure no contaminated materials remain at surface level 

o Minor contouring of surfaces will occur, to ensure all slopes are stable, drainage lines are clear 

and to minimise the risk of future erosion or damage to heritage features 

o Where necessary, the area will have a layer of topsoil spread and be planted with native species; 

these activities to be conducted in appropriate seasons to maximise plant survival and minimise 

risk of topsoil erosion 

Once slag material is excavated, the final surfaces will be appropriately rehabilitated using clay capping, 

topsoil application, wetlands and/or native plantings.  
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D. Management Measures 

 

# Management Measure Timeframe 

1  Works will be carried out in accordance with the Unanticipated Discovery 
Plan (Aboriginal Heritage Tasmania, 2018) 

Ongoing 

2  Heritage features in proximity to the operational area (#11 and #15) will be 
suitably barricaded and marked to prevent unintentional impacts 

Prior to Stage 2 

3  Heritage features #8 and #12 will be relocated under supervision of a 
qualified archaeologist 

Prior to Stage 2 

4  Dust on the site will be minimised by use of a water cart as required Ongoing 

5  A total and respirable silica survey will be undertaken within 3 months of 
permit issue 

Within 3 months of 
permit issue 

6  Drainage pathways will be directed around working areas and contain 
sediment fencing 

Ongoing 

7  Water sampling will be undertaken monthly to monitor effects on Austral 
Creek 

Ongoing 

8  Results of water quality monitoring in Austral Creek will be evaluated 
annually, to identify any new trends or impacts. This annual review will also 
include an assessment of whether the current monitoring programme is 
sufficient or should be expanded or modified 

Annually 

9  A minimum 1m layer of slag will be left in-situ where the South Stockpile sits 
over historic tailings to prevent exposure of new areas 

Ongoing 

10  Operations and transport will only occur Monday to Saturday, between 7am 
and 5pm in order to minimise both noise impacts and potential for roadkill 

Ongoing 

11  An additional noise survey will be conducted once crushing operations (Stage 
2) begin 

Within 3 months of 
permit issue 

12  A spill kit will be maintained onsite, and a dedicated hydrocarbon waste bin 
established 

Ongoing 

13  Mobile plant and equipment will be cleaned and inspected prior to entry to 
site, using an appropriate checklist and a cleaning spray suitable for control 
of Phytophthera cinnamomi 

Ongoing 
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# Management Measure Timeframe 

14  A Weed and Disease Management Plan will be developed for the site (see 
Appendix 7) 

Within 6 months of 
permit issue 

15  Within twelve (12) months of commencement of Stage 1 works, and 
annually thereafter, a suitably qualified person will audit the site and 
processes to confirm that weed and pathogens are being controlled 

Annually 

16  No crushing activities will be undertaken on Total Fire Ban days Ongoing 

17  All contractor vehicles and plant will carry fire extinguishers, and all 
reasonable and practicable measures will be taken by the contractor to 
prevent ignition and/or spread of fire from the site, including maintaining a 
water cart onsite during the fire season 

Ongoing 

18  A Decommissioning and Rehabilitation Plan (DRP) will be developed, and be 
finalised within 3 months of permit issue 

Within 3 months of 
permit issue 

E. Public Consultation 

The following key stakeholders have been identified for consultation during the environmental approvals 

process: 

• Mineral Resources Tasmania and Heritage Tasmania; in relation to current historic artefacts 

listed on the Mining Lease and potential management options  

• West Coast Council and EPA Tasmania; planning and approvals process, and general overview of 

projects Stage 1 and 2 

• S.D. Groves Earthmoving Pty Ltd; as the contractor currently engaged for the work, general 

overview of timeframes, processes and environmental approvals, and for Stage 2 work, 

engagement on controls for protection heritage features 

• MMG Australia; as the owner of the surrounding mining lease, consultation on Stage 2 works and 

final rehabilitation plans 

• Parks and Wildlife Service; to be included in rehabilitation planning as the land manager for the 

Crotty Ridge Regional Reserve 

Other stakeholders that may be consulted on an as-needed basis include local community, businesses and 

DSG (Department of State Growth). The environmental approvals process will also include a public 

advertising period.  
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Natural Values Atlas Report 
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Authoritative, comprehensive information on Tasmania's natural values.

 

 

*** No threatened flora found within 500 metres ***

Reference: 7885 Tartana Stage 2

Requested For: ES&D

Report Type: Summary Report

Timestamp: 10:15:15 AM Tuesday 26 October 2021

Threatened Flora: buffers Min: 500m Max: 5000m

Threatened Fauna: buffers Min: 500m Max: 5000m

Raptors: buffers Min: 500m Max: 5000m

Tasmanian Weed Management Act Weeds: buffers Min: 500m Max: 5000m

Priority Weeds: buffers Min: 500m Max: 5000m

Geoconservation: buffer 1000m

Acid Sulfate Soils: buffer 1000m

TASVEG: buffer 1000m

Threatened Communities: buffer 1000m

Fire History: buffer 1000m

Tasmanian Reserve Estate: buffer 1000m

Biosecurity Risks: buffer 1000m

The centroid for this query GDA94: 362923.0, 5358375.0 falls within:

Property: 0

Page 1 of 42

Department of Primary Industries, Parks, Water and Environment



366988, 5363835

358832, 5352874

Please note that some layers may not display at all requested map scales

Threatened flora within 5000 metres
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Legend: Verified and Unverified observations

Legend: Cadastral Parcels

Threatened flora within 5000 metres
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Verified Records

 

Unverified Records

No unverified records were found!

 
For more information about threatened species, please contact Threatened Species Enquiries.

Telephone: 1300 368 550

Email: ThreatenedSpecies.Enquiries@dpipwe.tas.gov.au

Address: GPO Box 44, Hobart, Tasmania, Australia, 7000

Threatened flora within 5000 metres

Species Common Name SS NS Bio Observation Count Last Recorded

Orthoceras strictum horned orchid r n 1 01-Jan-1896
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363544, 5359275

362279, 5357431

Please note that some layers may not display at all requested map scales

Threatened fauna within 500 metres
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Legend: Verified and Unverified observations

Legend: Cadastral Parcels

Threatened fauna within 500 metres
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Threatened fauna within 500 metres

(based on Range Boundaries)

 
For more information about threatened species, please contact Threatened Species Enquiries.

Telephone: 1300 368 550

Email: ThreatenedSpecies.Enquiries@dpipwe.tas.gov.au

Address: GPO Box 44, Hobart, Tasmania, Australia, 7000

Threatened fauna within 500 metres

Species Common Name SS NS BO Potential Known Core

Dasyurus maculatus subsp. maculatus spotted-tail quoll r VU n 1 0 0

Prototroctes maraena australian grayling v VU ae 1 0 0

Ceyx azureus subsp. diemenensis Tasmanian azure kingfisher e EN e 0 0 1

Pseudemoia pagenstecheri tussock skink v n 1 0 0

Tyto novaehollandiae subsp. castanops masked owl (Tasmanian) e VU e 1 0 1

Haliaeetus leucogaster white-bellied sea-eagle v n 1 0 0

Accipiter novaehollandiae grey goshawk e n 1 0 1

Sarcophilus harrisii tasmanian devil e EN e 1 0 0

Aquila audax subsp. fleayi tasmanian wedge-tailed eagle e EN e 1 0 0
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366988, 5363835

358832, 5352874

Please note that some layers may not display at all requested map scales

Threatened fauna within 5000 metres
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Legend: Verified and Unverified observations

Legend: Cadastral Parcels

Threatened fauna within 5000 metres
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Department of Primary Industries, Parks, Water and Environment



Verified Records

 

Unverified Records

No unverified records were found!

Threatened fauna within 5000 metres

(based on Range Boundaries)

 
For more information about threatened species, please contact Threatened Species Enquiries.

Telephone: 1300 368 550

Email: ThreatenedSpecies.Enquiries@dpipwe.tas.gov.au

Address: GPO Box 44, Hobart, Tasmania, Australia, 7000

 

 

*** No Raptor nests or sightings found within 500 metres. ***

Threatened fauna within 5000 metres

Species Common Name SS NS Bio Observation Count Last Recorded

Acanthornis magnus subsp. greeniana scrubtit (king island) e CR e 2 30-Oct-1898

Aquila audax wedge-tailed eagle pe PEN n 2 20-Mar-1994

Beddomeia zeehanensis Zeehan freshwater snail r eH 5 25-Jan-1982

Dasyurus maculatus spotted-tail quoll r VU n 2 20-Jun-1974

Dasyurus maculatus subsp. maculatus spotted-tail quoll r VU n 4 01-Jan-1996

Dasyurus viverrinus eastern quoll EN n 2 20-Feb-2020

Hirundapus caudacutus white-throated needletail VU n 2 01-Jan-1900

Phrantela conica Little Henty River hydrobiid snail r eH 5 31-Dec-2013

Prototroctes maraena australian grayling v VU ae 1 17-Nov-1987

Sarcophilus harrisii tasmanian devil e EN e 24 16-Dec-2020

Species Common Name SS NS BO Potential Known Core

Lathamus discolor swift parrot e CR mbe 1 0 0

Dasyurus maculatus subsp. maculatus spotted-tail quoll r VU n 1 0 0

Prototroctes maraena australian grayling v VU ae 1 0 0

Ceyx azureus subsp. diemenensis Tasmanian azure kingfisher e EN e 0 0 1

Pseudemoia pagenstecheri tussock skink v n 1 0 0

Haliaeetus leucogaster white-bellied sea-eagle v n 3 0 0

Limnodynastes peroni striped marsh frog e n 1 0 0

Tyto novaehollandiae subsp. castanops masked owl (Tasmanian) e VU e 1 0 1

Beddomeia zeehanensis Zeehan freshwater snail r eH 1 1 0

Accipiter novaehollandiae grey goshawk e n 1 0 1

Phrantela conica Little Henty River hydrobiid snail r eH 1 1 0

Sarcophilus harrisii tasmanian devil e EN e 1 0 0

Aquila audax subsp. fleayi tasmanian wedge-tailed eagle e EN e 1 0 0
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Legend: Verified and Unverified observations

Legend: Cadastral Parcels

Raptor nests and sightings within 5000 metres
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Verified Records

 

Unverified Records

No unverified records were found!

Raptor nests and sightings within 5000 metres

(based on Range Boundaries)

 
For more information about raptor nests, please contact Threatened Species Enquiries.

Telephone: 1300 368 550

Email: ThreatenedSpecies.Enquiries@dpipwe.tas.gov.au

Address: GPO Box 44, Hobart, Tasmania, Australia, 7000

Raptor nests and sightings within 5000 metres

Nest
Id/Loca
tion
Foreign
Id

Species Common Name Obs Type Observation Count Last Recorded

Aquila audax wedge-tailed eagle Not Recorded 1 16-Aug-1991

Aquila audax wedge-tailed eagle Sighting 1 20-Mar-1994

Species Common Name SS NS Potential Known Core

Aquila audax subsp. fleayi tasmanian wedge-tailed eagle e EN 1 0 0

Accipiter novaehollandiae grey goshawk e 1 0 1

Haliaeetus leucogaster white-bellied sea-eagle v 3 0 0
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Legend: Verified and Unverified observations

Legend: Cadastral Parcels

Tas Management Act Weeds within 500 m
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Verified Records

 

Unverified Records

 
 

For more information about introduced weed species, please visit the following URL for contact details in your area:  
https://www.dpipwe.tas.gov.au/invasive-species/weeds

Tas Management Act Weeds within 500 m

Species Common Name Observation Count Last Recorded

Cytisus scoparius english broom 5 20-Jan-2009

Leycesteria formosa himalayan honeysuckle 5 01-Dec-1981

Rubus fruticosus blackberry 1 14-Aug-2007

Ulex europaeus gorse 29 05-Dec-2012
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Tas Management Act Weeds within 5000 m
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Legend: Verified and Unverified observations

Legend: Cadastral Parcels

Tas Management Act Weeds within 5000 m
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Verified Records

 

Unverified Records

 
 

For more information about introduced weed species, please visit the following URL for contact details in your area:  
https://www.dpipwe.tas.gov.au/invasive-species/weeds

 

 

*** No Priority Weeds found within 500 metres ***

 

 

*** No Priority Weeds found within 5000 metres ***

Tas Management Act Weeds within 5000 m

Species Common Name Observation Count Last Recorded

Austroderia richardii toe-toe pampasgrass 58 16-Feb-2010

Cortaderia selloana silver pampasgrass 3 21-Mar-2016

Cortaderia sp. pampas grass 5 14-Aug-2015

Cytisus scoparius english broom 43 27-Mar-2009

Erica lusitanica spanish heath 15 15-Jun-2009

Genista monspessulana montpellier broom 2 05-Dec-2012

Ilex aquifolium holly 4 05-Mar-2009

Leycesteria formosa himalayan honeysuckle 8 26-May-2009

Rubus fruticosus blackberry 13 24-Jun-2009

Senecio jacobaea ragwort 2 16-Feb-2010

Ulex europaeus gorse 364 03-Sep-2013
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Legend: Geoconservation (NVA)

Legend: Cadastral Parcels

Geoconservation sites within 1000 metres
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For more information about the Geoconservation Database, please visit the website: https://dpipwe.tas.gov.au/conservation/geoconservation 

or contact the Geoconservation Officer: 

 

Telephone: (03) 6165 4401

Email: Geoconservation.Enquiries@dpipwe.tas.gov.au

Address: GPO Box 44, Hobart, Tasmania, Australia, 7000

Geoconservation sites within 1000 metres
Id Name Statement of Significance Significance Level Status

2527 Western Tasmania
Blanket Bogs

The most extensive organosol terrain in Australia and
the Southern Hemisphere.

Global Listed

2846 Zeehan Smelters
Stratigraphic Sections

Part of Eldon Group type section. State Listed
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Acid Sulfate Soils within 1000 metres
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Legend: Coastal Acid Sulfate Soils (0 - 20m AHD)

Legend: Inland Acid Sulfate Soils (>20m AHD)

Legend: Marine Subaqueous/Intertidal Acid Sulfate Soil

Legend: Cadastral Parcels

Acid Sulfate Soils within 1000 metres
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For more information about Acid Sulfate Soils, please contact Land Management Enquiries.

Telephone: (03) 6777 2227

Fax: (03) 6336 5111

Email: LandManagement.Enquiries@dpipwe.tas.gov.au

Address: 171 Westbury Road, Prospect, Tasmania, Australia, 7250

Acid Sulfate Soils within 1000 metres
Dataset Name Acid Sulfate

Soil
Probability

Acid Sulfate
Soil Atlas

Description

Inland Acid Sulfate Soils Extremely Low Cm(p4) Extremely low probability of occurance (1-5% of mapping unit).  with occurences in small areas.
Hydrosols, ASS generally within upper 1m in wet/riparian areas with Hydrosols (Isbell 1996).   Potential
acid sulfate soil (PASS) = sulfidic material (Isbell 1996 p.122).  No necessary analytical data are available
and classifier has little knowledge or experience with ASS, hence classification is provisional.

Inland Acid Sulfate Soils Low Bm(p4) Low  probability of occurance (6-70% chance of occurrence in mapping unit).  Hydrosols, ASS generally
within upper 1m in wet/riparian areas with Hydrosols (Isbell 1996).   Potential acid sulfate soil (PASS) =
sulfidic material (Isbell 1996 p.122).  No necessary analytical data are available and classifier has little
knowledge or experience with ASS, hence classification is provisional.
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TASVEG 4.0 Communities within 1000 metres
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Legend: TASVEG 4.0

TASVEG 4.0 Communities within 1000 metres
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TASVEG 4.0 Communities within 1000 metres
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Legend: Cadastral Parcels

TASVEG 4.0 Communities within 1000 metres
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For more information contact: Coordinator, Tasmanian Vegetation Monitoring and Mapping Program.

Telephone: (03) 6165 4320

Email: TVMMPSupport@dpipwe.tas.gov.au

Address: GPO Box 44, Hobart, Tasmania, Australia, 7000

 

 

*** No threatened Communities (TNVC 2020) found within 1000 metres ***

TASVEG 4.0 Communities within 1000 metres
Code Community Canopy Tree

FAG (FAG) Agricultural land

FUM (FUM) Extra-urban miscellaneous

FWU (FWU) Weed infestation

MBU (MBU) Buttongrass moorland (undifferentiated)

MBW (MBW) Western buttongrass moorland

MRR (MRR) Restionaceae rushland

NLM (NLM) Leptospermum lanigerum - Melaleuca squarrosa swamp forest

ORO (ORO) Lichen lithosere

RMS (RMS) Nothofagus - Phyllocladus short rainforest

SMM (SMM) Melaleuca squamea heathland

SWR (SWR) Western regrowth complex

SWW (SWW) Western wet scrub
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Legend: Fire History All

Legend: Cadastral Parcels

Fire History (All) within 1000 metres
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For more information about Fire History, please contact the Manager Community Protection Planning, Tasmania Fire Service.

Telephone: 1800 000 699

Email: planning@fire.tas.gov.au

Address: cnr Argyle and Melville Streets, Hobart, Tasmania, Australia, 7000

Fire History (All) within 1000 metres
Incident Number Fire Name Ignition Date Fire Type Ignition Cause Fire Area

(HA)

128539 Solly Street 01-Dec-2006 Bushfire Undetermined 357.83590265

1411 Oceana 09-Mar-1999 Bushfire Undetermined 9.08474552

1412 Oceana 01-Jan-2000 Bushfire Deliberate 8.62240891

1413 Mt Zeehan 01-Jan-2000 Bushfire Deliberate 239.53997497

199563 Zeehan Hwy 11-Nov-2012 Bushfire Accidental 1313.79267225

601 Mt Zeehan 29-Oct-1992 Bushfire Accidental 1811.6550668

CRRRR094SFR CRRRR094SFR - Mount Zeehan 18-May-2020 Planned Burn Planned Burn 521.47967171

CRRRR094SFR CRRRR094SFR - Mount Zeehan 15-Jul-2020 Planned Burn Planned Burn 942.26208791

Zeehan 28-Jan-1981 Bushfire Undetermined 13526.7807773
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Fire History (Last Burnt) within 1000 metres
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Legend: Fire History Last

Legend: Cadastral Parcels

Fire History (Last Burnt) within 1000 metres
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For more information about Fire History, please contact the Manager Community Protection Planning, Tasmania Fire Service.

Telephone: 1800 000 699

Email: planning@fire.tas.gov.au

Address: cnr Argyle and Melville Streets, Hobart, Tasmania, Australia, 7000

Fire History (Last Burnt) within 1000 metres
Incident Number Fire Name Ignition Date Fire Type Ignition Cause Fire Area

(HA)

128539 Solly Street 01-Dec-2006 Bushfire Undetermined 357.83590265

1411 Oceana 09-Mar-1999 Bushfire Undetermined 9.08474552

1412 Oceana 01-Jan-2000 Bushfire Deliberate 8.62240891

1413 Mt Zeehan 01-Jan-2000 Bushfire Deliberate 239.53997497

199563 Zeehan Hwy 11-Nov-2012 Bushfire Accidental 1313.79267225

601 Mt Zeehan 29-Oct-1992 Bushfire Accidental 1811.6550668

CRRRR094SFR CRRRR094SFR - Mount Zeehan 18-May-2020 Planned Burn Planned Burn 521.47967171

CRRRR094SFR CRRRR094SFR - Mount Zeehan 15-Jul-2020 Planned Burn Planned Burn 942.26208791

Zeehan 28-Jan-1981 Bushfire Undetermined 13526.7807773
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Legend: Tasmanian Reserve Estate

Legend: Cadastral Parcels

Reserves within 1000 metres
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For more information about the Tasmanian Reserve Estate, please contact the Sustainable Land Use and Information Management Branch.

Telephone: (03) 6777 2224

Email: LandManagement.Enquiries@dpipwe.tas.gov.au

Address: GPO Box 44, Hobart, Tasmania, Australia, 7000

Reserves within 1000 metres
Name Classification Status Area (HA)

Crotty Ridge Regional Reserve Regional Reserve Other Formal Reserve 3125.117275
58

Informal Reserve on other public land Informal Reserve 17.00168126
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Legend: Biosecurity Risk Species

Legend: Hygiene infrastructure

Legend: Cadastral Parcels

Known biosecurity risks within 1000 meters
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Verified Species of biosecurity risk

 

Unverified Species of biosecurity risk

No unverified species of biosecurity risk found within 1000 metres

Generic Biosecurity Guidelines

The level and type of hygiene protocols required will vary depending on the tenure, activity and land use of the area. In all cases adhere to the land manager's

biosecurity (hygiene) protocols. As a minimum always Check / Clean / Dry (Disinfect) clothing and equipment before trips and between sites within a trip as needed

https://www.dpipwe.tas.gov.au/invasive-species/weeds/weed-hygiene/keeping-it-clean-a-tasmanian-field-hygiene-manual
 

On Reserved land, the more remote, infrequently visited and undisturbed areas require tighter biosecurity measures.
 

In addition, where susceptible species and communities are known to occur, tighter biosecurity measures are required.
 

Apply controls relevant to the area / activity:

Don't access sites infested with pathogen or weed species unless absolutely necessary. If it is necessary to visit, adopt high level hygiene protocols.

Consider not accessing non-infested sites containing known susceptible species / communities. If it is necessary to visit, adopt high level hygiene protocols.

Don't undertake activities that might spread pest / pathogen / weed species such as deliberately moving soil or water between areas.

Modify / restrict activities to reduce the chance of spreading pest / pathogen / weed species e.g. avoid periods when weeds are seeding, avoid clothing/equipment

that excessively collects soil and plant material e.g. Velcro, excessive tread on boots.

Plan routes to visit clean (uninfested) sites prior to dirty (infested) sites. Do not travel through infested areas when moving between sites.

Minimise the movement of soil, water, plant material and hitchhiking wildlife between areas by using the Check / Clean / Dry (Disinfect when drying is not possible)

procedure for all clothing, footwear, equipment, hand tools and vehicles https://www.dpipwe.tas.gov.au/invasive-species/weeds/weed-hygiene

Neoprene and netting can take 48 hours to dry, use non-porous gear wherever possible.

Use walking track boot wash stations where available.

Keep a hygiene kit in the vehicle that includes a scrubbing brush, boot pick, and disinfectant https://www.dpipwe.tas.gov.au/invasive-species/weeds/weed-

hygiene/keeping-it-clean-a-tasmanian-field-hygiene-manual

Dispose of all freshwater away from natural water bodies e.g. do not empty water into streams or ponds.

Dispose of used disinfectant ideally in town though a treatment or septic system. Always keep disinfectant well away from natural water systems.

Securely contain any high risk pest / pathogen / weed species that must be collected and moved e.g. biological samples.
 

Hygiene Infrastructure

No known hygiene infrastructure found within 1000 metres

 

Known biosecurity risks within 1000 meters

Species Name Common Name Prescription Observation
Count

Last
Recorded

Phytophthora cinnamomi root rot or water mould 5 14-Aug-2007
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Project details 

Since 2012 Intec Zeehan Residues Pty Ltd, the proponent has held the permit to extract 
smelter slag from the historic heaps remaining at the former Tasmanian Smelter 
Company site near Zeehan. The permit allowed for a total of 100,000 tonnes to be 
extracted from the South Stockpile, down to a level one metre above the underlying 
historic tailings and exported overseas. 

The proponent is now seeking to extend their permit for the recovery and export of the 
North Stockpile smelter slag, an estimated 86,000 tonnes, as well as blending of 
materials from both stockpiles and crushing of oversized material to create export-grade 
zinc. This project will involve on-site excavation, crushing, screening and blending of 
slag and is referred to as Zeehan Zinc Project – Stage 2. 

There have been two previous historic heritage assessments conducted at the former 
Tasmanian Smelter Company site. The most recent was in 2010 by Kostoglou, which 
identified a number of historic features that are listed on the current mining lease as 
needing protection from impacts. 

CHMA has been engaged by the client, Tartana Resources (the parent company of Intec 
Zeehan Residues Pty Ltd), to complete a cultural heritage management plan for six 
historic sites, Site 3, Site 4, Site 8, Site 11 Site 12 and Site 15 which are situated within 
or in the immediate vicinity of the Zeehan Zinc Project – Stage 2 developmental 
footprint. 

 
Survey Results 

The field survey of the six historic sites within the Zeehan Zinc Project – Stage 2 footprint 
and further assessment of heritage conservation protocols has found that there will be no 
impediments in proceeding with the Zeehan Zinc Project – Stage 2 works. The field survey 
of the study area was able to identify and assess the current condition of the six historic 
sites. Three were found to be in very poor condition due to natural or man-made impacts and 
the other three were in good condition. 

Examination of the Tasmanian Heritage Council: Practice Note 7 – Conserving Moveable 
Heritage has found that there is no need to apply for a discretionary permit or a certificate of 
exemption regarding the relocation of Site 12, due to the former Tasmanian Smelter 
Company site not being on any State or National heritage registers. The option of relocation 
for Site 12 was found to be viable (see Table i). Relocation was also recommended for Site 8 
(see Table i). The relocation processes for both sites would require the supervision of a 
qualified archaeologist. 

Site 3 and Site 4 were found to be in very poor condition, almost completely destroyed by 
my machinery or natural erosion with very few of the previously identified features being 
present. The recommended management plan for Site 3 and Site 4 was that no further 
action is required. Site 11 and Site 15 were deemed to be at suitable 
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proximity from impacts caused by the Zeehan Zinc Project – Stage 2. The recommended 
management plan for both sites was to be protected from any unnecessary impacts by 
avoidance of the sites. 

It was determined to be highly unlikely that there would be undetected historic heritage sites 
present within the study area. If undetected features are present in the study area, they are 
likely to be representative of either previous smelting works activity or small scale mining 
activity. 

The detailed survey results and discussions are presented in section 3. 
 

Management Recommendations 

Recommendation 1 (Site 8 and Site 12) 

Site 12 has been determined to be of medium significance. Site 12 is situated on top of 
the North Stockpile and will be directly impacted by the Zeehan Zinc Project – Stage 2 
works. Site 12 is not listed on any State or National heritage registers but is likely to be 
of local significance. The recommended management plan for Site 12 is relocation to a 
provisional site (see Table i). Any relocation locations are subject to the client’s 
discretion. 

Site 8 is situated directly underneath on the northern side of the North Stockpile and is 
considered to be of medium significance. 

Site 8 will likely be impacted by the Zeehan Zinc Project – Stage 2 works. Site 8 is not 
listed on any State or National heritage registers. Due to the very poor condition of the 
site, the recommended management plan is to relocate all intact artefacts to a 
provisional site (see Table i). Any relocation locations are subject to the client’s 
discretion. 

Examination of Practice Note 7 shows that the relocation process for both Site 8 and 
Site 12 will not require any exemptions or permits from the Tasmanian Heritage Council 
or local heritage bodies. Supervision by a qualified archaeologist is required for both 
relocation processes. 

 

Recommendation 2 (Site 3 and Site 4) 

Site 3 has been determined to be of low significance, based on the current condition of the 
site which has been heavily impacted by machinery. Site 3 is situated in the northwest 
corner of the Zeehan Zinc Project – Stage 2 footprint and will be directly impacted by 
associated works. Site 3 is not listed on any State or National Heritage registers. Due to the 
very poor condition and damage to Site 3 by machinery, it is recommended that no further 
action is required. Site 4 has been determined to be of low significance, based on the current 
condition of the site which has been heavily impacted by machinery. Site 4 is of low 
significance, based on the current condition of the site which has been heavily impacted by 
machinery. Site 4 is situated in the northwest corner of the Zeehan Zinc Project – Stage 2 
footprint and will be directly impacted by associated works. Site 4 is not listed on any State 
or National heritage registers. Due to the very poor condition and damage to Site 4 by 
machinery, it is recommended that no further action is required. 

Recommendation 3 (Site 11 and Site 15). 

Both sites have been determined to be of medium significance, based on the prior report 
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by Kostoglou (2010). Site 11 is located approximately 25m east of the north stockpile and 
is outside of the Zeehan Zinc Project – Stage 2 footprint and is unlikely to be directly 
impacted by associated works. Site 11 is not listed on any State or National heritage 
registers. The recommended management plan is to protect from all unnecessary impacts 
by placing a 2m radial, high visibility barrier around the site. Site 15 is approximately 50m 
south-east of the north stockpile and is outside of the Zeehan Zinc Project – Stage 2 
footprint and is unlikely to be directly impacted by associated works. The recommended 
management plan is to protect from all unnecessary impacts by placing a 2m radial, high 
visibility barrier around the site. Supervision by a qualified archaeologist is required for 
both barrier erection processes. 

 

Recommendation 4 (Unanticipated Discoveries of historic features) 

Besides the six historic features described above, no other historic sites or suspected 
features were identified during the field survey assessment of the Zeehan Zinc Project - 
Stage 2 footprint study area. As discussed in section 1.4, the heritage registers search 
results show that there are no registered heritage sites or features that are located within the 
Zeehan Zinc Project – Stage 2 footprint study area. It is assessed that there is some 
potential for undetected Historic heritage sites to occur within the study area. As per Practice 
Note No 2 by the Tasmanian Heritage Council, processes must be followed should any 
unexpected archaeological features and/or deposits be revealed during works. An 
Unanticipated Discovery Plan for the project is presented in Section 6 of this report. 

 
Table i: Summary details for historic heritage management plan for Zeehan Zinc 
Project – Stage 2. 

 
Site Grid 

Reference 
(GDA 94) 

Significance Recommendation Potential 
Relocation 
Sites Gride 
Reference 
(GDA94) 

Site 3 E 0362886 Low No further action  
Assay Office N 5358482  required. 
Site 4 E 0362889 Low No further action  
Small Furnace N 5358487  required. 
and Brick    

Scatter    

Site 8 E 0362936 Medium Relocation. No E 0362983 
North Dump N 5358548  further action N 5358481 
Linear   required.  
Machinery     
Scatter     
Site 11 E 0362986 Medium Protect from all  
Unknown N 5358512  unnecessary 
Building Footing   impacts with a 

   high 
   visibility 2m radial 
   barrier. 
Site 12 E 0362945 Medium Relocation E 0362983 
The ‘Green N 5358506   N 5358481 
Room’     
Site 15 E 0362942 Medium Protect from all  

 N 5358446  unnecessary 
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 visibility 2m radial 
 barrier. 
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Figure 1. Aerial photograph showing the Zeehan Zinc Project - Stage 2 study area footprint and location of the six recorded historic 
sites. 
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1.0 Project Outline 

 
1.1 Project Details 

Since 2012 Intec Zeehan Residues Pty Ltd, the proponent has held the permit to extract 
smelter slag from the historic heaps remaining at the former Tasmanian Smelter 
Company site near Zeehan. The permit allowed for a total of 100,000 tonnes to be 
extracted from the South Stockpile, down to a level one metre above the underlying 
historic tailings and exported overseas. 

The proponent is now seeking to extend their permit for the recovery and export of the 
North Stockpile smelter slag, an estimated 86,000 tonnes, as well as blending of 
materials from both stockpiles and crushing of oversized material to create export-grade 
zinc. This project will involve on-site excavation, crushing, screening and blending of 
slag and is referred to as Zeehan Zinc Project – Stage 2. 

There have been two previous historic heritage assessments conducted at the former 
Tasmanian Smelter Company site. The most recent was in 2010 by Kostoglou, which 
identified a number of historic features that are listed on the current mining lease as 
needing protection from impacts. 

CHMA has been engaged by the client, Tartana Resources (the parent company of Intec 
Zeehan Residues Pty Ltd), to complete a cultural heritage management plan for six 
historic sites which are situated within or in the immediate vicinity of the Zeehan Zinc 
Project – Stage 2 developmental footprint (Site 3, Site 4, Site 8, Site 11 Site 12 and Site 
15). 

 
1.2 Aims of the Investigation 

Prepare a cultural heritage management plan for the six historic sites at the former 
Tasmanian Smelter Company site as part of the Zeehan Zinc Project – Stage 2 works for 
Tartana Resources (client). 

1.3 Methodology 

A review of the previous report by Kostoglou (2010) was undertaken to ascertain the site 
types present and significance given to the six sites that were to be assessed as part of the 
Zeehan Zinc Project – Stage 2. A field survey was then undertaken over a period of 1 day 
(29/09/2021) by CHMA archaeologist Shay Hannah. 

1.4 Previous Assessment 

The former Tasmanian Smelter Company site has been the subject of the two previous 
cultural heritage assessments, both concluding that the site is of medium to high 
significance. Townrow (1984) reported that the site held historic significance due to being the 
only smelter site of its kind in Tasmanian history and contained state of the art technology for 
the nineteenth century (Townrow 1984; Kostoglou 2010:5). Kostoglou (2010) gave the 
former Tasmanian Smelter Company site a provisional historic significance of medium/high 
based on the same grounds as Townrow (1984). They also reported the technological and 
historic significance of the site. The report also featured a summary of significance and 
existing management recommendations for all of the sites, including the six within the 
present study area, within the former Tasmanian Smelter Company site. 
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Figure 1. Topographic map showing the general location of the study area at Zeehan in the West Coast Region of 

Tasmania. 
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Figure 2. Topographic maps showing the proposed footprint of the Zeehan Zinc Project – Stage 2 Site. 
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Figure 3. Aerial photograph showing the proposed footprint of the Zeehan Zinc Project - Stage 2 Site. 
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2.0 Previous Assessment Review 
The first was by Townrow (1984), who noted that the site had not been officially recognised 
by heritage or government bodies for its cultural significance. Townrow’s report also wrote 
that the site had been previously registered on the Register of the National Estate (closed 
2007), for its geological values (Kostoglou 2010:5). Townrow (1984) made the following 
statement about the site’s significance: 

‘The Tasmanian Smelting Co’s. site was the third attempt a Zeehan to provide a smelting 
plant for the field as a whole. It is the only one of its kind in Tasmania with a mass of material 
remains including the blast furnaces, imported from Germany remaining on site. Although 
never fully successful the machinery used at the site represents the ‘state of the art’ of late 
1880’s technology…’ (Townrow 1984; Kostoglou 2010:5). 

Townrow (1984) had assessed the site to be of medium/high cultural significance. 

Kostoglou (2010) conducted an in-depth heritage assessment of the study area. it was noted 
that the site, nor any features within the site had been registered by any heritage or 
government bodies for its cultural significance. Kostoglou (2010) assessed the site to be of 
medium/high significance based on its historical, technological and social significance within 
the history of Zeehan and Tasmania. Kostoglou (2010) deemed the historic significance to 
be high, the social to be medium and the technological significance to be high, which 
concurs with the conclusions made previously by Townrow (1984). 

The report by Kostoglou (2010) identified 42 historic sites within the former Tasmanian 
Smelter Company site. Kostoglou (2010) catalogued the names of features and dimensions, 
as well as photographs, the significance and recommendations for all of the sites (Kostoglou 
2010:5–7). Most relevant to this report are the findings on the six sites (Site 3, Site 4, Site 8, 
Site 11, Site 12) within the Zeehan Zinc Project – Stage 2. 

Kostoglou (2010) described Site 3 (Assay office scatter) as a 9300mm x 11300mm surface 
scatter containing furnace residue and large numbers of glass and crucible fragments 
(Kostoglou 2010:18). Several boiler staves and a riveted iron water tank were also present 
(Kostoglou 2010:18). Site 3 was written as a site of low significance and assigned the 
management strategy: protect from unnecessary impacts. Site 4 (Small furnace & brick 
scatter) was described as a 11300mm x 10400mm building foundation/pad consisting of a 
brick step and wall line with sequential timber bearers and a centrally situated steel furnace 
frame built around a brick furnace nest (Kostoglou 2010:19). Site 4 was written as a site of 
medium significance and was assigned the same management strategy as Site 3. 

Kostoglou (2010) described Site 8 (North dump linear machinery scatter) as a 70000mm x 
20000mm as an assortment of iron rails and machinery components including 
sampling/milling plant equipment such as trommel cages, ore cart frames and assorted 
canvas pulley belts (Kostoglou 2010:20). Site 11 (Unknown building footing) was described 
as a 1500mm x 7000mm x 150mm three-sided ‘U’ shaped mound of crushed untreated ore 
and a timber tramline terminus connected to another site (Kostoglou 2010:21). Both Site 8 
and Site 11 were written as being of medium significance and assigned the management 
strategy: protect from all impacts. 

Site 12 (the ‘Green’ room) was reported as a 12500mm x 4900mm rectangular building 
foundation composed of squared timber beams. It also contained a 2400mm x 1600mm x
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1500mm deep rectangular brick-lined pit and an adjacent riveted iron boiler water jacket 
within the site footprint and on the north end of Site 12 was a 4000mm x 3000mm copper 
squat dump (Kostoglou 2010:21). Site 12 was written to be of medium significance and 
assigned the management strategy: protect from all impacts. 

Information on Site 15, including site name, dimensions, significance or management 
strategy within Kostoglou’s (2010) report were unable to be ascertained due to an absent 
page in the presented copy of that report. 
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3.0 Survey Results, Statement of Heritage Impacts and Statement 
of Archaeological Potential 

The field survey of the six historic sites within the Zeehan Zinc Project – Stage 2 footprint 
was able to ascertain the current condition of the sites (see Figure 4). All sites have been 
impacted by natural ormanmade events since the previous report in 2010. 

The most significant impacts can be seen in Site 3 and Site 4 (see Plate 1). Site 3 (Assay 
Office Scatter) and Site 4 (Small Furnace and Brick Scatter) were found to be in very poor 
condition, almost completely destroyed by machinery, most likely bulldozed, with very few 
of the previously identified features being present. The extent of these impacts has meant 
that a reassessment of the significance of Site 4 has been made necessary. The site has 
been downgraded provisionally to low significance (see Table 1). Present at the site were 
fragments of Battersea Round Morgan assay crucibles, circa 1883 (Museum of Applied 
Arts & Sciences 2021). There was also glass fragments and nineteenth-century redbrick, 
including fire bricks from the AR & FB Company of South Yarra, circa 1900–1910 which are 
likely from the brick furnace nest. 

 
Site 11 (Unknown building footing) was in good condition, with all of the features described 
in Kostoglou’s report identified on-site (see Plate 6). A reassessment of the significance of 
Site 11 was not required and remains at medium significance, provisionally set by 
Kostoglou (2010). Site 12 (the ‘Green’ room) was found to be in good condition, with the 
squared timber beams and brick-lined pit still present (see Plates 7 and 8). The copper 
gangue described by Kostoglou (2010) as being at the north end of Site 12 was not 
identified during this survey. There was also glass fragments present, varying in date and 
type. As with Site 11, there was no need to reassess the significance of the site, which is of 
medium significance. Site 15 was in good condition, with all concrete foundations still 
standing (see Plate 9) and while an initial significance rating was not available, surrounding 
sites were found to be medium or high. This survey determined the site to be of medium 
significance. 

None of the six sites identified within the field survey is listed on any State or National 
Heritage registers but is certainly likely to be of local significance. Besides the six historic 
sites identified above, no other historic sites or suspected features were identified within 
the Zeehan Zinc Project – Stage 2 works footprint. The heritage registers search results 
show that there are no registered heritage sites or features that are situated within the study 
area. 

It is highly unlikely that there are undetected historic heritage sites present within the 
study area. If undetected features are present in the study area, they are likely to be 
representative of either previous smelting works activity or small scale mining activity. 
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However, if undetected historic features are encountered during the Zeehan Zinc 
Project – Stage 2 works, refer to procedures outlined in section 6. 

 

Plate 1. View north-west showing the present condition of Site 3 and Site 4 and the extent of 
impacts to both sites. 

 

 
Plate 2. View east showing the extent of natural impacts on Site 8. 
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Plate 3. View north-west showing the wheel hub and spokes artefact present in Site 8. 
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Plate 4. View south showing the iron frame from Site 8. 
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Plate 6. View south-east showing the current condition of Site 11. 
 

 
Plate 7. View south showing the current condition of Site 12. 
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Plate 8. View east showing brick-lined pit within Site 12. 
 

 
Plate 9. View east showing the current condition of Site 15. 
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Figure 4. Aerial photograph showing the location of the six historic sites in relation to the proposed Zeehan Zinc Project – Stage 2 study area. 
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4.0 Statutory Controls and Legislative Requirements 
 

The following provides a summary overview of the various legislative instruments and 
statutory requirements relating to historic heritage in Tasmania. The review is presented to 
provide the proponent with a basic understanding of the statutory frameworks and 
procedures relating to heritage in Tasmania. 

 
4.1 National Conventions 
Council of Australian Governments Agreement 1997 
In 1997, COAG reached an agreement on Commonwealth, State and local government roles 
and responsibilities for heritage management. Local government, through the Australian 
Local Government Association, and the Tasmanian Government were both signatories to 
this Agreement. The Agreement resulted in the following outcomes: 

 
 

- Nominations of Australian places for the World Heritage List and management of 
Australia’s obligations under the World Heritage Convention would be carried out by 
the Commonwealth Government; 

- A new National Heritage System on one was created in January 2004, comprising 
the Australian Heritage Council (AHC), National Heritage List (NHL) and 
Commonwealth Heritage List (CHL); 

- The Commonwealth Government, through the Australian Heritage Council, would 
beresponsible for listing, protecting and managing heritage places of national 
significance; 

- State and Territory Governments would be responsible for listing, protecting and 
managing heritage places of state significance; and 

- Local government would be responsible for listing, protecting and managing heritage 
places of local significance. 

 
Environment Protection and Heritage Council of the Australian and State/Territory 
Governments 1998 
In 1998, the National Heritage Convention proposed a set of common criteria to be used in 
order to better assess, understand and manage the heritage values of places. 

 
The Environment Protection and Heritage Council of the Australian and State/Territory 
Governments adopted this as a national set of desirable common criteria (known as the 
HERCON criteria). The adoption of these criteria by Heritage Tasmania has not yet been 
formalised. These criteria are also based upon the Burra Charter values. The Common 
Criteria (HERCON Criteria) adopted in April 2008 are summarised below: 

a) Importance to the course or pattern of our cultural or natural history. 
b) Possession of uncommon, rare or endangered aspects of our cultural or natural 

history. 
c) Potential to yield information that will contribute to an understanding of our cultural or 

natural history. 
d) Importance in demonstrating the principal characteristics of a class of cultural or 

natural places or environments. 
e) Importance in exhibiting particular aesthetic characteristics 
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f) Importance in demonstrating a high degree of creative or technical achievement at a 
particular period. 

g) Strong or special association with a particular community or cultural group for social, 
cultural or spiritual reasons. This includes the significance of a place to Indigenous 
peoples as part of their continuing and developing cultural traditions. 

h) Special association with the life or works of a person, or group of persons, of 
importance in our history. 

 
These criteria have been endorsed by the Heritage Chairs and Officials of Australia and New 
Zealand (HCOANZ) in the Supporting Local Government Project document, 
“Protecting Local Heritage Places: A National Guide for Local Government and 
Communities” (March 2009). 

 
Burra Charter 1999 
Australia ICOMOS (International Council on Monuments and Sites) is the peak body of 
professionals working in heritage conservation in Australia. The Burra Charter was adopted 
by Australia ICOMOS in 1979 in Burra, South Australia based on other international 
conventions. Further revisions were adopted in 1981, 1988 and 1999 to ensure the Charter 
continues to reflect best practice in heritage and conservation management. The current 
version of the Australia ICOMOS Burra Charter 1999 is the only version that should be used. 

 
The Burra Charter provides guidance for the conservation and management of places of 
cultural significance (cultural heritage places) and is based on the knowledge and 
experience of Australian ICOMOS members. The Charter sets a standard of practice for 
those who provide advice, make decisions about, or undertake works to places of cultural 
significance, including owners, managers and custodians. 

 
The Charter recognises the need to involve people in the decision-making process, 
particularly those that have strong associations with a place. It also advocates a cautious 
approach to changing heritage places: do as much as necessary to care for the place and to 
make it useable, but otherwise change it as little as possible so that its cultural significance 
is retained. 

 
4.2 Commonwealth Legislation 
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 
The Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act) provides for 
the listing of natural, historic or indigenous places that are of outstanding national heritage 
value to the Australian nation as well as heritage places on Commonwealth lands and 
waters under Australian Government control. 
Once a heritage place is listed under the EPBC Act, special requirements come into force to 
ensure that the values of the place will be protected and conserved for future generations. 
The following heritage lists are established through the EPBC Act: 

- National Heritage List - a list of places of natural, historic and indigenous places that 
are of outstanding national heritage value to the Australian nation 

- Commonwealth Heritage List - a list of natural, historic and indigenous places of 
significance owned or controlled by the Australian Government. 
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- List of Overseas Places of Historic Significance to Australia – this list recognises 
symbolically sites of outstanding historic significance to Australia but not under 
Australian jurisdiction. 

 
Australian Heritage Council Act 2003 
The Australian Heritage Council is a body of heritage experts that has replaced the 
Australian Heritage Commission as the Australian Government's independent expert 
advisory body on heritage matters when the new Commonwealth Heritage System was 
introduced in 2004 under amendments to the Environment Protection and Biodiversity and 
Conservation Act 1999. 

 
The Council plays a key role in assessment, advice and policy formulation and support of 
major heritage programs. Its main responsibilities are to assess and nominate places for the 
National Heritage List and the Commonwealth Heritage List, promote the identification, 
assessment, conservation and monitoring of heritage; and advise the Minister on various 
heritage matters. 

 
Protection of Movable Cultural Heritage Act 1986 

 

4.3 State Legislation 
Land Use Planning and Approvals Act 1993 
This Act (LUPA) is the cornerstone of the State Resource Management and Planning 
System (RMPS). It establishes the legitimacy of local planning schemes and regulates land 
use planning and development across Tasmania. With regard to historic heritage, LUPAA 
requires that planning authorities will work to conserve those buildings, areas or other places 
which are of scientific, aesthetic, architectural or historical interest, or otherwise of special 
cultural value‟ [Schedule 1 Part 2(g)]. 

 
Resource Planning and Development Commission Act 1997 
The Resource Planning and Development Commission (now referred to as the Tasmanian 
Planning Commission) is responsible for overseeing Tasmania’s planning system, approving 
planning schemes and amendments to schemes and assessing Projects of State 
Significance. In terms of heritage management, the TPC will consider the establishment of 
heritage overlays, precincts or areas as part of the creation of planning schemes. 

 
Resource Management and Planning Appeal Tribunal Act 1993 
The Resource Management and Planning Appeal Tribunal determine planning appeals and 
enforce the Acts within the RMPS. The Tribunal plays an important role in the management 
of heritage places through its determinations on proposed development on, or near to, 
places of heritage significance. 
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Historic Cultural Heritage Act 1995 
The Historic Cultural Heritage Act 1995 (HCH Act) is the key piece of Tasmanian legislation 
for the identification, assessment and management of historic cultural heritage places. The 
stated purpose of the HCH Act is to promote the identification, assessment, protection and 
conservation of places having historic cultural heritage significance and to establish the 
Tasmanian Heritage Council‟. The HCH Act also includes the requirements to: 

- establish and maintain the Tasmanian Heritage Register (THR); 
- provide for a system for a system of approvals for work on places on the Register; 
- provide for Heritage Agreements and assistance to property owners; 
- provide for protection of shipwrecks; 
- provide for control mechanisms and penalties for breaches of the Act. 

 
Under the HCH Act, “conservation‟ in relation to a place is defined as 

 
- any maintenance, preservation, restoration, reconstruction and adaption of the place. 

 
The definition of “place‟ under the HCH Act includes: 

- a site, precinct or parcel of land; 
- any building or part of a building; 
- any shipwreck; 
- any item in or on, or historically or physically associated or connected with, a site 

precinct or parcel of land where the primary importance of the item derives in part 
from its association with that site, precinct or parcel of land; and 

- any equipment, furniture, fittings, and articles in or on, or historically or physically 
associated or connected with any building or item. 

 
The Act created the Tasmanian Heritage Council (THC), which came into existence in 1997 
and operates within the State RMPS. The THC is a statutory body, separate from 
government, which is responsible for the administration of the HCH Act and the 
establishment of the Tasmanian Heritage Register (THR), which lists all places assessed as 
having heritage values of state significance. The THC also assesses works that may affect 
the heritage significance of places and provides advice to state and local government on 
heritage matters. The primary task of the THC is as a resource management and planning 
body, which is focused on heritage conservation issues. Any development on heritage-listed 
places requires the approval of the THC before works can commence. 

 
Heritage Tasmania (HT), which is part of the Department of Primary Industry, Parks, Water 
and the Environment, also plays a key role in fulfilling statutory responsibilities under the 
HCH Act. 

 
HT has three core roles: 

- coordinating historic heritage strategy and activity for the State Government; 
- supporting the Tasmanian Heritage Council to implement the HCH Act; and 
- facilitating the development of the historic heritage register. 

 
In 2013, Historic Cultural Heritage Act 1995 was amended, with the primary goal of 
streamlining the approvals process and better align the Heritage Act with the Planning Act. 
Under the Amendment applicants need only lodge a single Development Application (DA) 
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(as opposed to both a Works Application and DA), which will be referred to the Heritage 
Council by the local planning authority. Heritage Council then has the opportunity to advise 
the planning authority whether or not it has an interest in the DA and may request further 
information under s57 of the LUPAA. If the Heritage Council does not have an interest in the 
DA, it reverts to the status it has under the Scheme or Planning Act. Where Heritage 
Council does have an interest in the DA, the Council decision must be incorporated into the 
final permit (or refusal) issued by the local planning authority. 

 
Also included in the amendments is the incorporation of the HERCON significance criteria 
for assessing the significance of heritage sites. The Heritage Council may enter a place in 
the Heritage Register if it is satisfied that the place has historic cultural heritage significance 
bymeeting threshold values for one or more of eight individual criteria. Aesthetic 
characteristics of a place now forms the eighth criterion against which heritage significance 
may be assessed. 

 
Works to places included in the THR require approval, either through a Certificate of 
Exemption for works which will have no or negligible impact, or through a discretionary 
permit for those works which may impact on the significance of the place. 

 
Discretionary permit applications are lodged with the relevant local planning authority. On 
receipt, the application is sent to the Heritage Council, which will firstly decide whether they 
have an interest in determining the application. If the Heritage Council has no interest in the 
matter, the local planning authority will determine the application. 

 
If the Heritage Council has an interest in determining the application, a number of matters 
may be relevant to its decision. This includes the likely impact of the works on the 
significance of the place; any representations; and any regulations and works guidelines 
issued under the HCH Act. The Heritage Council may also consult with the planning 
authority when making a decision. 

 
Works Guidelines for Historic Heritage Places 
The Tasmanian Heritage Council and Heritage Tasmania have issued Works Guidelines for 
Historic Heritage Places. The guidelines provide a general reference for the types of works, 
which may be exempt, or those where a permit will be required. They also define appropriate 
outcomes for a range of different works and development scenarios. Although specifically 
designed for places included in the THR, the guidelines provide useful advice for the 
management of heritage places generally. 

 
4.4 Local Planning Schemes 
The Tasmanian Planning Scheme came into effect on 22 July 2020 and replaced the former 
Local Interim Planning Schemes. 
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The Tasmanian Planning Scheme provides a single planning scheme and a consistent set of 
rules and requirements in relation to the manner in which all land in Tasmania may be used, 
developed, protected and conserved. It consists of two parts: 

1. State Planning Provisions contain the mandatory common rules that are to apply in 
all municipal areas. For consistency in permit and compliance requirements that must 
be met by a proposed use or development. 

2. Local Provision Schedule for each municipal area setting out how the State 
Planning Provisions are to apply. 

 
The planning scheme supports strategic land use planning for residential, business, 
agriculture, utilities, environmental and recreational zones. The scheme includes 
considerations such as natural hazards, local heritage values, natural assets, parking 
requirements and the protection of road, railway and electricity infrastructure. 

 
Section C6 of the Tasmanian Planning Scheme deals specifically with the Local Heritage 
Code. The stated purpose of the code is to recognise and protect the local historic heritage 
significance of local places, precincts, landscapes and areas of archaeological potential and 
significant trees by regulating development that may impact on their values, features and 
characteristics. This code applies to: 
(a) development on land within any of the following, as defined in this code: 

(i) a local heritage place; 
(ii) a local heritage precinct; 
(iii) a local historic landscape precinct; and 

 
 

and 
(b) the lopping, pruning, removal or destruction of a significant tree as defined in this code. 

 
If a site is listed as a local heritage place and also within a local heritage precinct or local 
historic landscape precinct, it is only necessary to demonstrate compliance with the 
standards for the local heritage place unless demolition, buildings and works are proposed 
for an area of the site outside the identified specific extent of the local heritage place. 

 
This code does not apply to a registered place entered on the Tasmanian Heritage Register. 
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5.0 Heritage Management Plan 
 

5.1 Overview of the Heritage Management Plan (HMP) 

This section of the report presents a HMP for the Zeehan Zinc Project – Stage 2 project. 
The heritage management options and recommendations provided in this report are made 
on the basis of the following criteria. 

- Background research into the extant archaeological and historic record for the study 
area and its surrounding regions, as documented in 1.4 of this report. 

- The results of the heritage register searches as documented in section 1.4 of this 
report. 

- The results of the field survey assessment, as presented in section 2 of the report. 
- The legal and procedural requirements as summarised in section 4 of this report. 
- The Tasmanian Heritage Council’s Practice Notes. 

 
The objective of the HMP is to minimize and/or mitigate the impact of the proposed zinc 
extraction activities on those heritage resources present within the study area. Table 1 
presents the summary overview of the HMP. The detailed HMP are presented in Section 
5.2 of this report. 

 
 
For those heritage sites that will be partially or completely physically impacted by the proposed 
zinc extraction activities, it has been recommended that a representative sample of those 
portable (moveable) items associated with these sites should be salvage collected and 
relocated. The salvaged items are those which are in the state of preservation, and which 
reflects aspects of the former mining period. 

 
It has been recommended that these salvaged items should be relocated to a designated 
‘Keeping Place’. The Keeping Place will be located outside of the Zeehan Zinc Project – Stage 
2 site footprint. The details for this proposed keeping place is presented in section 5.2 of this 
report. 

 
The rationale for the establishment of a Keeping Place on the Zeehan Zinc Project – Stage 2 
site footprint is that retains the historic mining objects within their general setting, as a single 
collection. The original location of each salvaged item has been documented and included in 
this report. This provides the opportunity for the salvaged items to be potentially returned to 
their original location at some time in the future when zinc extraction operations have been 
completed. This is in accordance with the Tasmanian Heritage Council’s Practice Notes No. 7 
for Movable Heritage. 

 
For those heritage sites that are largely intact and that are not under direct threat of impact 
through the proposed zinc extraction development, it has been recommended that these sites 
be conserved in situ. 

 

Table 1 provides the summary management recommendations for this project. The more 
detailed recommendations are presented below. 
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Table 1: Summary heritage management plan for Zeehan Zinc Project – Stage 2. 
 

Site Grid 
Reference 
(GDA 94) 

Significance Recommendation Potential 
Relocation 
Sites Gride 
Reference 
(GDA94) 

Site 3 
Assay Office 

E 0362886 
N 5358482 

Low No further action 
required. 

 

Site 4 
Small Furnace 
and Brick 
Scatter 

E 0362889 
N 5358487 

Low No further action 
required. 

 

Site 8 
North Dump 
Linear 
Machinery 
Scatter 

E 0362936 
N 5358548 

Medium Relocation. No 
further action 
required. 

E 0362983 
N 5358481 

Site 11 
Unknown 
Building Footing 

E 0362986 
N 5358512 

Medium Protect from all 
unnecessary 
impacts with a 
high 
visibility 2m radial 
barrier. 

 

Site 12 
The ‘Green 
Room’ 

E 0362945 
N 5358506 

Medium Relocation E 0362983 
N 5358481 

Site 15 
Unknown 
Building Footing 

E 0362942 
N 5358446 

Medium Protect from all 
unnecessary 
impacts with a 
high 
visibility 2m radial 
barrier. 

 

 
5.2 Detailed Heritage Management Plan (HMP) 

 
The following provides a detailed HMP for the Zeehan Zinc Project – Stage 2 project. 

 
The Establishment of a Keeping Place 

 
It is recommended that a Keeping Place should be established within the bounds of the zinc 
extraction area. The purpose of a Keeping Place will be to house heritage items that have 
been salvage collected from those heritage sites that will be impacted by the proposed zinc 
extraction development. 

 
The Keeping Place should be established prior to the removal of designated heritage items 
from their original context. 

 
The preferred location for the Keeping Place is in the immediate surrounds of grid reference 
E0362983 N 5358481. This is on the eastern boundary of the Zeehan Zinc Project – Stage 2 
site footprint, immediately north-west of an existing main access track within the former 
Tasmanian Smelter Company site. The area is flat to gently sloping and at this time is 
covered with vegetation. The location is easily accessible to workers on-site and contractors 
via a main access track without potentially interfering with zinc extraction operations.
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The bounds of the Keeping Place should be protected from all unnecessary impacts with a 
high visibility 2m radial barrier. 

  
The vegetation within the Keeping Place will need to be initially slashed and cleared and 
should be periodically slashed/or cleared to minimise the risks of fire. 

 
The Keeping Place should be periodically inspected for any signs of vandalism or other 
impacts. Any impacts should be documented, and appropriate strategies should be 
implemented to address these impacts. 

 

Plate 10. View north-west showing the preferred site for the keeping place (left). 
 

Plate 11. View west showing preferred site for the keeping place (right). 
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HMP for Site 3 and Site 4 
Site 3 (Assay Office) comprises of rubble associated with mining refuse and collapsed 
infrastructure. The site is located on grid reference E 0362886 N 5358482. Site 4 (Small 
Furnace and Brick Scatter) comprises of rubble associated with mining refuse and collapsed 
infrastructure. The site is located on grid reference E 0362009 N 5358487. 

 
Site 3 lies directly within the Zeehan Zinc Project – Stage 2 development footprint and will be 
directly impacted by zinc extraction works. The vast majority of heritage features and objects 
associated with Site 3 have been heavily disturbed or destroyed by machinery. Site 4 lies 
directly within the Zeehan Zinc Project – Stage 2 development footprint and will be directly 
impacted by zinc extraction works. The vast majority of heritage features and objects 
associated with Site 4 have been heavily disturbed or destroyed by machinery. 

 
There are no features associated with Site 3 that would warrant in-situ conservation. The 
extent of the site has been mapped. No further action required has been deemed the most 
appropriate mitigation strategy for this site. Table 2 provides the summary details for this site. 
There are no features associated with Site 4 that would warrant in-situ conservation. The 
extent of the site has been mapped. No further action has been deemed the most appropriate 
mitigation strategy for this site. Table 2 provides the summary details for this site. 

 
Table 2. Site 3 and Site 4 summary details and photos. 

Site 
Name/Heritage 
Item No. 

Grid 
Reference 
(GDA94) 

Description Photo 

Site 3 E 0362886 
N 5358482 

Assay Office 
Scatter 
consisting of 
glass, metal, 
assay 
crucible, 
brick 
fragments 
and black 
furnace 
residue.  
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Site 4 E 0362889 
N 5358487 

Small 
Furnace and 
Brick Scatter 
consisting of 
metal, glass, 
assay 
crucible and 
brick 
fragments. 

 
 
 
HMP for Site 8 
Site 8 (North Dump Linear Machinery Scatter) comprises an assorted of machinery 
components, fragments and iron rails. The site is located on grid reference E 0362936 N 
5358548. 

 
Site 8 lies directly within the Zeehan Zinc Project – Stage 2 development footprint and will be 
directly impacted by zinc extraction works. The vast majority of heritage features and objects 
associated with Site 8 have been heavily impacted by natural erosion processes. 

 
There are no features associated with Site 8 that would warrant in-situ conservation. The 
extent of the site has been mapped. The most appropriate mitigation strategy for this site is to 
salvage collect those items that are relatively intact, and that are representative samples of the 
former Tasmanian Smelting Company at Zeehan (1898–1948) and the activities conducted 
there. There are only three items at Site 8 that meet these criteria, this being a wheel hub and 
spoke, an iron frame and an unknown piece of machinery. Table 3 provides the summary 
details for this site. 

 
Table 3. Heritage items from Site 8 that are recommended for salvage collection and 
relocation to the proposed Keeping Place. 

Site 
Name/Heritage 
Item No. 

Grid 
reference 
(GDA94) 

Description Photo 

1 E 0362909 
N 5358552 

Iron wheel hub 
and spokes. 
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2 E 0362931 
N 5358550 

An unknown 
piece of 
machinery. 

 
3 E 0362959 

N 5358543 
Iron frame. 

 
 
 
HMP for Site 12 
Site 12 (The ‘Green’ Room) comprises of a 12500mm x 4900mm rectangular building footing 
comprised of squared timber beams and a 2400mm x 1600mm x 1500mm rectangular brick- 
lined pit. The site is located on grid reference E 0362945 N 5358506. 

 
Site 12 lies directly within the Zeehan Zinc Project – Stage 2 development footprint and will be 
directly impacted by zinc extraction works. The vast majority of heritage features and objects 
associated with Site 12 will be destroyed through the zinc extraction processes. 

 
There are no features associated with Site 12 that would warrant in-situ conservation. The 
extent of the site has been mapped. The most appropriate mitigation strategy for this site is to 
salvage collect those items that are relatively intact, and that are representative samples of the 
former Tasmanian Smelting Company at Zeehan (1898–1948) and the activities conducted 
there. There are only two items at Site 12 that meet these criteria, this being the four squared 
timber beams that make up the building footing and the rectangular brick-lined pit. Table 4 
provides the summary details for this site. 
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Table 4. Heritage items from Site 12 that are recommended for salvage collection and 
relocation to the proposed Keeping Place. 
Site 
Name/Heritage 
Item No. 

Grid 
reference 
(GDA94) 

Description Photo 

1 E 0362945 
N 5358506 

12500mm x 
4900mm 
rectangle 
consists of 
squared timber 
beams 

 
2 E 0362945 

N 5358506 
2400mm x 
1600mm x 
1500mm 
rectangular 
brick lined pit. 

 
 
 
HMP for Site 11 and Site 15 
Site 11 comprises of a 15000mm x 7000mm x 150mm ‘U’ shaped linear mound of untreated 
crushed ore and a timber tramline terminus. The site is located on grid reference E 0362986 N 
5358512. Site 15 comprises of nine concrete building supports in an approximately 25000mm x 
15000mm rectangular area. The site is located on grid reference E 0362942 N 5358446. 

 
Site 11 lies outside of the Zeehan Zinc Project – Stage 2 development footprint and will unlikely 
be directly impacted by zinc extraction works. The vast majority of heritage features and 
objects associated with Site 11 will unlikely be impacted through the zinc extraction processes. 
Site 15 lies inside the Zeehan Zinc Project – Stage 2 development footprint, however, due to 
Site 15 not being within immediate proximity to the North Stockpile, it is unlikely that the site will 
be impacted through the zinc extraction processes. 

 
The features of Site 11 warrant in-situ conservation. The extent of the site has been mapped. 
The most appropriate mitigation strategy for this site is the installation of a 2m high visibility 
radial barrier around the site and protect from all unnecessary impacts. The features in Site 15 
warrant in-situ conservation. The extent of the site has been mapped. The most appropriate 
mitigation strategy for this site is the installation of a 2m high visibility radial barrier around the 
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site and protect from all unnecessary impacts. Table 5 provides the summary details for this 
site. 

 
Table 5. Site 11 and Site 15 summary details and photos. 
Site 
Name/Heritage 
Item No. 

Grid 
reference 
(GDA94) 

Description Photo 

Site 11 E 0362986 
N 5358512 

15000mm x 
7000mm x 
150mm ‘U’ 
shaped linear 
mound of 
untreated 
crushed ore 
and a timber 
tramline 
terminus.  

Site 15 E 0362942 
N 5358446 

Nine concrete 
building 
supports in an 
approximately 
25000mm x 
15000mm 
rectangular 
area 

 
 

The Unanticipated Discovery of Heritage Features or Items 
There is a potential that previously unidentified heritage objects or features could be unearthed 
during the Zeehan Zinc Project – Stage 2 development. If this occurs then the procedures 
outlined in the Unanticipated Discovery Plan (section 6) should be followed. 
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6.0 Unanticipated Discovery Plan  
The following text describes the proposed method for dealing with unanticipated discoveries 
of heritage features or objects during the proposed Zeehan Zinc Project – Stage 2 works. 
The plan provides guidance to project personnel so that they may meet their obligations with 
respect to heritage legislation. Please Note: There are two different processes presented for 
the mitigation of these unanticipated discoveries. The first process applies for the discovery 
of all cultural heritage objects or features, with the exception of skeletal remains (burials). 
The second process applies exclusively to the discovery of skeletal remains (burials). 

 
Discovery of Heritage Objects or Features 
Step 1 
If any person believes that they have discovered or uncovered a heritage object or feature, 
the individual should notify any machinery operators that are working in the general vicinity 
of the area that earth disturbance works should stop immediately. 

 
Step 2 
A buffer protection zone of 5m x 5m should be established around the suspected heritage 
find. No unauthorised entry or earth disturbance will be allowed within this ‘archaeological 
zone’ until such time as the suspected heritage find has been assessed, and appropriate 
mitigation measures have been carried out. 

 
Step 3 
A qualified heritage consultant should be engaged to assess the suspected heritage find. As 
a first step in the process, the heritage consultant should contact Heritage Tasmania, the 
Heritage Council and the Local Council and notify them of the find. The heritage consultant 
will ensure that Heritage Tasmania, the Heritage Council and the Local Council are 
consulted throughout the assessment process. 

 
Step 4 
If the heritage find is a movable object, then the find should be recorded, photographed and 
a decision should be made as to whether the object should be re-located to a designated 
Keeping Place. If the find is an unmovable heritage object or feature, then the find should be 
recorded and photographed and a HIA and HMP developed for the feature. This should be 
then submitted to Heritage Tasmania, the Heritage Council and the Local Council for review 
and advice. 

 
Possible outcomes may necessitate: 
a. An amendment to the design of the development 
b. Carrying out of archaeological excavations prior to the re-commencement of works 
c. Archaeological monitoring and recording during works 
d. Preparation (and implementation) of a strategy to ensure communication of the new 
information to the community. 
e. A combination of the above. 
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Discovery of Skeletal Material 
Step 1: 
Call the Police immediately. Under no circumstances should the suspected skeletal material 
be touched or disturbed. The area should be managed as a crime scene. It is a criminal 
offence to interfere with a crime scene. 

 
Step 2: 
Any person who believes they have uncovered skeletal material should notify all employees 
or contractors working in the immediate area that all earth disturbance works cease 
immediately. 

 
Step 3: 
A temporary ‘no-go’ or buffer zone of at least 50m x 50m should be implemented to protect 
the suspected skeletal material, where practicable. No unauthorised entry or works will be 
allowed within this ‘no-go’ zone until the suspected skeletal remains have been assessed by 
the Police and/or Coroner. 

 
Step 4: 
If it is suspected that the skeletal material is Aboriginal, Aboriginal Heritage Tasmania should 
be notified. 

 
Step 5: 
Should the skeletal material be determined to be Aboriginal, the Coroner will contact the 
Aboriginal organisation approved by the Attorney-General, as per the Coroners Act 1995. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Background 

GHD were engaged by Intec Zeehan Residues Pty Ltd to prepare a Transport Impact Statement 

in relation to increased traffic movements as part of Zeehan Zinc Project – Stage 1 South of 

Zeehan. 

The purpose of this report is to document the potential traffic and transport impacts of the 

Zeehan Zinc Project – Stage 1, against the relevant standards and guidelines, and any access 

modifications required by the Department of State Growth. The report considers the intersection 

of Henty Road and the site and assesses its compliance with relevant standards. Additionally, 

consideration is given to the entire haulage route from the mine site to Burnie. 

1.2 Subject Site 

The site is located along Henty Road, approximately 3 km south of the township of Zeehan. The 

site is accessed directly from Henty road which bounds the site area on the western side. The 

site location is provided in Figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 1 Site Location 

Base image source  https://maps.thelist.tas.gov.au/listmap/app/list/map 

1.3 Referenced Materials 

Several references have been used to inform the preparation of this report including the 

following: 

 Austroads Guide to Road Design Part 4: Intersections and Crossings: General 

 Austroads Guide to Road Design Part 4A: Unsignalised and Signalised Intersections  

 Crash data, Department of State Growth, 2015-2020 

 AADT traffic data for Henty Road, Department of State Growth  

Zeehan Township 

Henty Rd 

Subject Site  

https://maps.thelist.tas.gov.au/listmap/app/list/map
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 LISTmaps  

 West Coast Planning Scheme 2013  

 

1.4 Scope and limitations 

This report: has been prepared by GHD for Intec Zeehan Residues Pty Ltd and may only be used and 
relied on by Intec Zeehan Residues Pty Ltd for the purpose agreed between GHD and the Intec Zeehan 
Residues Pty Ltd as set out in this report. 

GHD otherwise disclaims responsibility to any person other than Intec Zeehan Residues Pty Ltd arising in 
connection with this report. GHD also excludes implied warranties and conditions, to the extent legally 
permissible. 

The services undertaken by GHD in connection with preparing this report were limited to those specifically 
detailed in the report and are subject to the scope limitations set out in the report.  

The opinions, conclusions and any recommendations in this report are based on conditions encountered 
and information reviewed at the date of preparation of the report.  GHD has no responsibility or obligation 
to update this report to account for events or changes occurring subsequent to the date that the report was 
prepared. 

The opinions, conclusions and any recommendations in this report are based on assumptions made by 
GHD described in this report. GHD disclaims liability arising from any of the assumptions being incorrect. 

GHD has prepared this report on the basis of information provided by Intec Zeehan Residues Pty Ltd and 
others who provided information to GHD (including Government authorities)], which GHD has not 
independently verified or checked beyond the agreed scope of work. GHD does not accept liability in 
connection with such unverified information, including errors and omissions in the report which were 
caused by errors or omissions in that information. 
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2. Existing Conditions 

2.1 Transport Network 

For the purpose of this assessment the transport network comprises of the transport corridor 

from the site access on Henty Road  to Burnie Port. Given that the majority of the route to 

Burnie is via higher order, state arterial roads, particular consideration is given to the traffic 

movements and site access along Henty Rd.     

2.1.1 Henty Road 

Henty Road is a Category 4 arterial road and part of the State Road Network owned and 

maintained by the Department of State Growth. The road is undivided and has one lane 

travelling in each direction with a posted speed limit of 100 km/h. Henty Road connects the rural 

towns of Strahan and Zeehan traversing through light scrub. Henty Road is constructed to a 

rural road standard with one lane travelling in each direction and edge and centreline marking. 

Narrow gravel shoulders are provided on both sides of the road over the entire length. 

The function of a Category 4 road is to allow the safe travel between towns, major tourist 

destinations and industrial areas. Specific functions are outlined below: 

“Category 4 Roads provide safe passenger vehicle and tourist movement within the 

regions of Tasmania. Where the main road servicing the town is a state road, 

Category 4 Roads connect towns with a population of around 1 000 or more to 

Category 1, Category 2 and Category 3 Roads.  

Category 4 Roads facilitate connection for: 

»»local commercial interaction 

»»local freight movement 

»»smaller regional resource bases 

»»local passenger vehicle movement 

»»tourists and major tourist destinations.” 

(Tasmanian State Road Hierarchy, Department of State Growth) 

Traffic volumes were sourced from RoadTas Traffic Stats which is provided by the Department 

of State Growth. Direct traffic counts were unable to be obtained for the section of Henty Rd 

between the Stockpile Access and Zeehan. Therefore, traffic counts from Henty Rd south of the 

Stockpile Access, within the township of Strahan were obtained and used, under the following 

assumption: 

 There are no major traffic generators along Henty Rd between the intersections of Harvey 

Street, Strahan and Main Street, Zeehan. The majority of vehicles therefore use Henty 

Road as a thoroughfare between the two towns.  

Maximum peak volumes were found across the site operation days between Monday-Saturday 

with volume data being collected on October 2018. The daily traffic profile for Henty Road is 

shown in Figure 2 below. 
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Figure 2 Henty Road Traffic Profile 

Data sources from RoadTas Traffic Stats October 2018. 

Key traffic statistics for Henty Road are summarised below. An assumed growth factor of 2% has been 

used to extrapolate traffic volumes for 2021 from the 2018 base data. 

Table 1 Henty Road Traffic Statistics 

Traffic Factor Base Volume (October 2018) Future Volume (2021) 

Maximum daily traffic - Thursday 523 vpd 555 vpd 

Largest AM peak (9AM) - Tuesday 49 vph 52 vpd 

Largest PM peak (3PM) – Monday  61 vph 65 vpd 

The average proportion of trucks through the day was found to be 14.6%. This is standard for 

rural situations with typical values being from 11-16%. 

There are no clear peak periods within the daily traffic profiles with volumes staying relatively 

stable across the day from 9AM – 5PM. There are no distinguishing peak times indicating no 

clear sense of peak directionality. 

2.1.2 Haulage Route 

The entirety of the heavy vehicle haulage route is from the Zeehan Mine site to Burnie. This 

route and associated state road hierarchies are illustrated below in Figure 3.  
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Base image source Google Maps 

Figure 3 - Assumed Existing Heavy Freight Haulage Route to Burnie 

For the route detailed above in Figure 3 the typical travel time between the Zeehan Mine site 

and Burnie is expected to be approximately 1 hour and 50 minutes, over a distance of 140 

kilometres. This route is the most direct and quickest route to Burnie whilst utilising roads with 

the highest level in the hierarchy.  

Given the majority of the haulage route is along Category 2 and Category 3 roads which are of 

strategic importance and designed for key freight movements it can be assumed that the 

network can cater to the relatively low increased heavy vehicles generated from a volume and 

safety perspective. 

A possible alternative route is to continue along Murchison Highway after it meets Ridgley 

Highway. This route is not preferred as the alternative route is a Category 5 road and the 

Department of State Growth states that Category 2 roads are the preferred heavy freight vehicle 

route where alternative routes exist.  

 

 

 

Henty Rd, Category 4 

Zeehan Highway 
Category 4 

Murchison Highway 
Category 3 

Ridgley Highway 
Category 2  

Mount Street 

Category 2 
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2.2 Road Safety Performance 

Crash data was obtained from the Department of State Growth for the 5-year time period from 

2016 to 2020 along Henty Rd for 3 km either side of the site access location. The crash history 

is summarised below in Table 2. 

Table 2 Henty Road Segment Historic Crash Data     

Location 

Number of crashes & crash type 

Property 

Damage 
Serious Fatal 

Henty Rd 2 – Struck 

object on 

carriageway 

1 – Other 

curve 

1 –Wrong 

side/other head 

on (not 

overtaking) 

The one fatal crash represented in the data occurred approximately 2 km south of the mine 

access point and is therefore not considered to be influenced by the proposed operation.  

The crash rate along this section of Henty Road is considered to be very low with an average 

crash rate of 0.8 crashes per year over the distance of 6 km. Crashes vary in severity but due to 

the extremely low crash rate no specific trends can be identified.  

Crash accidents occurred of an equal split of both daylight and darkness, indicating no 

correlation to time-of-day concerns. 

No specific road safety concerns are evident in the data that might be exacerbated by the 

proposed increase in truck movements on Henty Road.  
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3. Traffic Generation 

3.1 Proposal 

The proposal involves extracting smelter slag from historic heaps at the former Tasmanian 

Smelters site near Zeehan. The proponent currently has a permit to recover a total of 100,000 

tonnes of material to be extracted from the site with the last 20,000 tonnes to be exported in 

November 2020. 

This proponent now seeks to extend the permit to recover and export the remaining quantity of 

smelter slag, estimated at around 420,000 tonnes including 86,000 tonnes in the North 

Stockpile and 334,000 tonnes in the South Stockpile. This current proposal relates to Stage 1 

from the South Stockpile. 

3.2 Trip Generation 

Under Stage 1 of the project it is proposed to excavate 334,000 tonnes from the South stockpile 

over the next 3 years, with the expectation for excavations from the North stockpile as part of 

Stage 2. The intent is for this excavation to occur at a rate of 10-30 kt per month, with road 

transport occurring Monday to Saturday. The operation is expected to generate a maximum of 

20 heavy vehicle return trips (40 trips total) per day over a 10 hour day shift.  

It is assumed that these 40 heavy vehicle movements will be concentrated due to travel time to 

Burnie resulting in a peak of 8 unladen entry movements and 8 laden exit movements per hour. 

These peaks would not be correlated with any peak on the existing road. 

Based on information provided by the client there is expected to be a maximum of 3 light 

vehicles accessing parking bays connected to the South stockpile each day. It is assumed that 

these vehicles would all arrive together at the start of shift and depart together at the end of 

shift. 

Therefore the maximum turning volume into and out of the site is expected to be 19 vehicles per 

hour, with 16 of those being truck movements. Truck movements are expected to be left-in and 

right-out only due to the haulage route taken. 
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4. Site Access 

4.1 Access Requirements 

Existing access requirements to the site from Henty Road are nominal with no existing turning 

infrastructure. Given the increased movements to and from the site a review of the site access 

is required.    

4.1.1 Access Design 

The Department of State Growth was consulted with respect to the proposed arrangements and 

advised that an upgraded access would be required to meet current standards. The minimum 

requirements are presented in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4 Rural Driveway Access Design for Trucks 

Based on this, it is recommended that the site access be upgraded to meet the dimensions 

referred to in Figure 4 above, including sealing of the first 14.0 metres at a minimum and 

drainage requirements as shown. Additionally, these access dimensions should be combined 

with the turning treatment recommended in the following Section 4.1.2.  

4.1.2 Turning Lane Requirements 

Given the increased left turn movements into the site there is a need to review the requirements 

for left turning facilities. Based on section 2.1.1 of this report, the proposed two-way peak traffic 

volume on the road between Monday-Saturday is 65 vph at 3PM. With no clear peak 

directionality along Henty Road one-way peak traffic is therefore assumed to be 33 vph in each 

direction. 

Austroads provides general warrants for left turn treatments based on traffic flows. The peak 

situation for the increased truck haulage is represented in Figure 5 with 8 left turn movements 

into the mine site against a peak flow of 33 vph. 
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Figure 5 Warrants for Turn Treatments at Unsignalised Intersections 

Sourced from Ausroads Guide to Road Design Part 4 – Intersections and Crossings: General  

Based on Figure 5, the site access falls in the requirement of a Basic Left-turn treatment. This 

features a widened shoulder on the major road.  

It is recommended that a Rural BAL treatment be provided at the site access in accordance with 

the Ausroads and Department of State Growth requirements. This will involve shoulder widening 

on the major road – Henty road as the road approaches the mine site from the North. The Rural 

BAL treatment approach is displayed below in Figure 6 and Figure 7. 

 

 

Figure 6 Rural Basic Shouldering Widening BA Turn Treatment 

Sourced from Austroads Guide to Road Design Part 4: Intersections and Crossings. Figure A2 
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Figure 7 Rural Basic Left Turn Facility - BAL - Typical Arrangement 

Sourced from Department of State Growth drawing SD-84.016 

Referring to Figure 7 above, Note 1 states: 

“1. The warrants regarding the use of this type of facility and its required dimensions shall be in 

accordance with Austroads Guide to Road Design Part 4A. Unsignalised and Signalised intersections.” 

Section 8 of Guide to road Design Part 4A: Unsignalised and Signalised Intersection outlines 

Left-turn treatments dimensions. The following assumptions and BAL road dimensions are 

outlined below: 

 Existing Entire road width = 7m 

 Existing Shoulder width = 1m 

 Minimum length of widened parallel shoulder given 100km/h design speed = 25m 

 Left-turning shoulder required = 2.5m 

 Taper length of existing shoulder to BAL shoulder = 21m   

From these values the dimensions of Figure 7 can be found. 

 Southbound Lane + Shoulder Width = 6m 

 Road widening length = 25m + 21m = 46m  

It should be noted that Section 8 of Guide to road Design Part 4A states the preference for the 

widened shoulder for the BAL treatment as shown in Figure 7 to be sealed, unless the shoulder 

can be maintained with a sound and even surface. Given the existing unsealed well-maintained 

shoulders along Henty Rd and the relatively low traffic volume entering the site, unsealed 

shoulders for the BAL treatment are deemed acceptable – noting that part of the shoulders are 

sealed as required in Figure 4. 

4.2 Sight Distance Requirements 

4.2.1 Sight Distance Requirements 

While the site already has existing access via a gravel entrance from Henty Rd and the 

increased traffic haulage would be minor, analysis of the intersection has been carried out to 

ensure that it complies with safe sight distance guidelines. Analysis has been carried out as per 

Austroads, Guide to Road Design, Part 4A – Unsignalised and Signalised Intersections. 

Section 3 was used to determine if the location of the Henty Rd/mine site access intersection 

complies with safe intersection guidelines. 
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Safe Intersection Sight Distance (SISD) Assessment 

As per Austroads, the SISD for both cars and trucks was calculated using the following 

equation: 

 

Where: 

DT = Decision time (s) 

V = Operating 85th percentile speed (km/h) 

D = Coefficient of deceleration 

a = Longitudinal grade in %  

The site input parameters and required SISD distance at the Henty Rd site access for trucks 

can be seen in Table 3 below. It is worth noting that the SISD requirement for cars is less, and 

therefore a satisfactory SISD for trucks will satisfy the SISD requirement for cars. 

Table 3 Required SISD for trucks - Henty Rd/Mine site access 

Vehicle Type Description of 

input 

Input Parameters Required 

SISD for 

Henty Rd 

(N) 

(m) 

Required 

SISD for 

Henty Rd 

(S) 

(m) 

Henty Rd 

(N) 

Henty Rd 

(S) 

Trucks Decision Time 

(DT) 
5.5 5.5 

288 288 

Operating 

Speed (km/h) 
100 100 

Coefficient of 

deceleration 

(D) 

0.29 0.29 

Longitudinal 

grade (%) 

0 
(assumed) 

0 
(assumed) 

Table 4 below summarised the findings of the SISD assessment for Henty Rd/Mine site access. 

Table 4 Access SISD Findings 

Approach 

Name 

Required 

SISD (m) 

Approach 

SISD (m) 

Status Image 

Henty Rd 

(N) 

288 391 

The approach 

SISD is 

greater than 

the required 

SISD, which is 

acceptable  
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Henty Rd (S) 

288 307 

The approach 

SISD is 

greater than 

the required 

SISD, which is 

acceptable  

Therefore, the SISD for both directions comfortably conforms with the minimum sight distance 

that is required under the Austroads Guide for the Henty Road site access. 
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5. Parking Assessment 

5.1 Car Parking Supply 

The parking supply is required to comply with Section E9 Traffic Generating Use and Parking 

Code under the Planning Scheme. Table E9.1 within the scheme outlines the minimum 

provision for parking spaces by the use class. 

The relevant use class for this site is Extractive Industry being “Use of land for extracting or 

removing material from the ground”, stating the following reequipments: 

 No minimum requirement 

 Spaces must be provided to service the likely workforce and attendance on the land 

The existing site currently contains ample parking in the form of flat open space for both the 

existing and likely workforce. Additionally, future site mining operations will only add to the 

availability of parking locations as mine material is gradually removed from the site.  

5.2 Car Park Circulation 

Clause E9.6.1 A1.2 (f) of the Planning Scheme requires: “Provide for the forward movement and 

passing of all vehicles within the site other than if entering or leaving a loading or parking 

space.” 

Given the existing safe circulation of vehicles within the site and the wide flexibility of parking 

locations car park circulation is expected to flow smoothly assuming necessary separation of 

vehicle functions and communication between workers. 

Due to the large on-site area traffic has large moveability enabling vehicles to always leave the 

site in a forward direction onto Henty Road.  
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6. Traffic Impacts 

Given the increased traffic generation and associated turning movements as a result of the 

Zeehan Zinc Project – Stage 1 the traffic impacts along Henty Road warrant discussion.  

6.1 Traffic Efficiency 

Based on section 2.1.1 of this report, the proposed one-way peak traffic volume on the road 

between Monday-Saturday is 33 vph. Based on section 3.1 of this report, the proposed one-way 

traffic generation movements is up to 11 vph.  

This increase is very low given the function of Henty Road as a State Highway and no impact on 

efficiency of Henty Road is expected.  

6.2 Road Safety 

The proposed increased traffic generation and turning movements is expected to have no 

adverse effects on road safety considering the following points: 

 No crash history on the existing access point with very little crash history along Henty Road 

 The road network can successfully absorb the increased turning movements 

 The site access point is in existing operation with no safety concerns 

 There is adequate site distance when exiting the site in both directions.  
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7. Conclusion 

This report investigated the potential traffic impacts related to the proposed increase in haulage 

movements to and from the Zeehan Zinc Project – Stage 1. The key findings are outlined below: 

 The proposed haulage is anticipated to generate up to 16 truck movements per hour twice 

per day with an additional maximum 3 car movements per hour due to workers. 

 The access point should be upgraded to meet current standards in order to satisfy 

Department of State Growth requirements. 

 With reference to Austroads standards, it is recommended that a basic shoulder widening 

left-turn (BAL) treatment be provided on Henty Road of access into the site from the North. 

This treatment is recommended to have 46 m road widening length including taper with up-

to 2.5 m shoulder width. 

 With reference to Austroads standards, existing sight distance is adequate for the mine 

access onto Henty Road.   

 The proposed haulage increase is unlikely to result in significant adverse impacts to traffic 

efficiency on the entire haulage route to Burnie.  

 The existing on-site parking is adequate to allow safe and efficient movement of vehicles 

within the site considering both supply and circulation. 

 The proposed haulage is unlikely to result in significant adverse impacts to efficiency or 

road safety 

Based on the findings in this report, and subject to the recommendations outlines above, the 

proposed development is supported on traffic grounds.  
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Unanticipated Discovery of Tailings 

 

Tartana Resources - Zeehan Zinc site 
  
Date: 24 June 2021 
Revision: 1 
Job Ref: 7885 

 

This document is written for use on the Tartana Resource, Zeehan Zinc site, and sets out the process 

that should be followed when dealing with unanticipated discovery of historic tailings, underlying the 

Zeehan slag stockpiles. Tailings may be identified by their fine sandy appearance, and will often have a 

‘crust’ layer at their surface. 

Discovery of Historic Tailings 
In the event that tailings are encountered (or suspected to have been encountered) the following 

process should be followed: 

Step 1: Work in the area must immediately cease; no further excavation or movement of slag 

should occur at the site until this procedure is completed 

Step 2: Photos should be taken of the disturbed area, and details noted of the depth of 

disturbance, location (GPS coordinates and estimated RL of tails surface), and any other 

comments (e.g. whether crust present, any ‘rotten egg’ odour) 

Step 3: Notify Tartana Resources site manager – Shane Groves 0418 142 960 

Once the Tartana Manager has received all details and logged these onto the site Register, go ahead 

may be given to the site operators/contractors to make good the area, following the following process: 

Step 4:  All disturbed tailings shall be placed back in-situ 

Step 5:  The disturbed area shall be covered to a depth of 1m with slag from the Southern 

Stockpile 

Reporting 
An electronic Register shall be maintained by Tartana Resources, detailing dates/times of discovery of 

tailings, GPS location, and estimated depth and extent of disturbance. This Register will be provided to 

the EPA on request. All photos will also be saved electronically and include date/time taken. 
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Register 
An electronic Register shall be maintained by Tartana Resources, detailing dates/times of discovery of 

tailings, GPS location, and estimated depth and extent of disturbance. This Register will be provided to 

the EPA on request. All photos will also be saved electronically and include date/time taken. 

 
Example of Register 
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Depar tment of 
Pr imar y Industr ies, Par ks, Water and Environment

For the management of unanticipated discoveries of Aboriginal relics in accordance with the Aboriginal 
Heritage Act 1975 and the Coroners Act 1995. The Unanticipated Discovery Plan is in two sections.  

Discovery of Aboriginal Relics  
other than Skeletal Material

Step 1: 
Any person who believes they have uncovered 
Aboriginal relics should notify all employees or 
contractors working in the immediate area that all 
earth disturbance works must cease immediately.

Step 2:   
A temporary ‘no-go’ or buffer zone of at least  
10m x 10m should be implemented to protect the 
suspected Aboriginal relics, where practicable. No 
unauthorised entry or works will be allowed within 
this ‘no-go’ zone until the suspected Aboriginal 
relics have been assessed by a consulting 
archaeologist, Aboriginal Heritage Officer or 
Aboriginal Heritage Tasmania staff member.

Step 3:   
Contact Aboriginal Heritage Tasmania on  
1300 487 045 as soon as possible and inform 
them of the discovery. Documentation of the find 
should be emailed to  
aboriginal@heritage.tas.gov.au as soon as possible. 
Aboriginal Heritage Tasmania will then provide 
further advice in accordance with the Aboriginal 
Heritage Act 1975. 

Discovery of Skeletal Material

Step 1:   
Call the Police immediately. Under no 
circumstances should the suspected skeletal 
material be touched or disturbed.  The area should 
be managed as a crime scene.  It is a criminal 
offence to interfere with a crime scene.

Step 2:   
Any person who believes they have uncovered 
skeletal material should notify all employees or 
contractors working in the immediate area that all 
earth disturbance works cease immediately.

Step 3:   
A temporary ‘no-go’ or buffer zone of at least 
50m x 50m should be implemented to protect 
the suspected skeletal material, where practicable. 
No unauthorised entry or works will be allowed 
within this ‘no-go’ zone until the suspected skeletal 
remains have been assessed by the Police and/or 
Coroner.

Step 4:   
If it is suspected that the skeletal material is 
Aboriginal, Aboriginal Heritage Tasmania should be 
notified.

Step 5:   
Should the skeletal material be determined to be 
Aboriginal, the Coroner will contact the Aboriginal 
organisation approved by the Attorney-General, as 
per the Coroners Act 1995.

Unanticipated Discovery Plan
Procedure for the management of unanticipated  
discoveries of Aboriginal relics in Tasmania

Abor iginal Her itage Tasmania
Depar tment of Pr imar y Industr ies, Par ks, Water and Environment



Stone Artefact Scatters 
A stone artefact is any stone or rock fractured or 
modified by Aboriginal people to produce cutting, 
scraping or grinding implements. Stone artefacts 
are indicative of past Aboriginal living spaces, trade 
and movement throughout Tasmania. Aboriginal 
people used hornfels, chalcedony, spongelite, 
quartzite, chert and silcrete depending on stone 
quality and availability. Stone artefacts are typically 
recorded as being ‘isolated’ (single stone artefact) 
or as an ‘artefact scatter’ (multiple stone artefacts).  

Shell Middens 
Middens are distinct concentrations of discarded 
shell that have accumulated as a result of past 
Aboriginal camping and food processing activities.  
These sites are usually found near waterways and 
coastal areas, and range in size from large mounds 
to small scatters. Tasmanian Aboriginal middens 
commonly contain fragments of mature edible 
shellfish such as abalone, oyster, mussel, warrener 
and limpet, however they can also contain stone 
tools, animal bone and charcoal.

Rockshelters 
An occupied rockshelter is a cave or overhang 
that contains evidence of past Aboriginal use 
and occupation, such as stone tools, middens 
and hearths, and in some cases, rock markings. 
Rockshelters are usually found in geological 
formations that are naturally prone to weathering, 
such as limestone, dolerite and sandstone

Quarries 
An Aboriginal quarry is a place where stone or 
ochre has been extracted from a natural source by 
Aboriginal people. Quarries can be recognised by 
evidence of human manipulation such as battering 
of an outcrop, stone fracturing debris or ochre 
pits left behind from processing the raw material. 
Stone and ochre quarries can vary in terms of size, 
quality and the frequency of use.

Rock Marking 
Rock marking is the term used in Tasmania to 
define markings on rocks which are the result of 
Aboriginal practices. Rock markings come in two 
forms; engraving and painting. Engravings are made 
by removing the surface of a rock through pecking, 
abrading or grinding, whilst paintings are made by 
adding pigment or ochre to the surface of a rock. 

Burials 
Aboriginal burial sites are highly sensitive and may 
be found in a variety of places, including sand 
dunes, shell middens and rock shelters. Despite 
few records of pre-contact practices, cremation 
appears to have been more common than burial. 
Family members carried bones or ashes of recently 
deceased relatives. The Aboriginal community 
has fought long campaigns for the return of the 
remains of ancestral Aboriginal people. 

Guide to Aboriginal site types

Further information on Aboriginal Heritage is available from:

Unanticipated Discovery Plan Version: 6/04/2018 Page: 2 of 2

Aboriginal Heritage Tasmania 
Natural and Cultural Heritage Division 
Department of Primary Industries, Parks, Water and Environment 
GPO Box 44  Hobart TAS 7001

Telephone:  1300 487 045 
Email:  aboriginal@heritage.tas.gov.au 
Web: www.aboriginalheritage.tas.gov.au
This publication may be of assistance to you but the State of Tasmania and its employees do not accept responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, 
or relevance to the user’s purpose, of the information and therefore disclaims all liability for any error, loss or other consequence which may arise from 
relying on any information in this publication.
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Purpose and Scope 

The purpose of this Weed and Disease Management Plan (WDMP) is to detail requirements for the 

management of weeds on the Zeehan Zinc Project site. The WDMP identifies site specific mitigation measures 

and environmental controls for weed management to ensure weeks and diseases are effectively managed 

during works and into the future. The WDMP identifies measures to control, eradicate, and prevent the spread 

of declared weeds and environmental weeds. 

1.2 Background and Objectives 

The Zeehan Zinc Project consists of the removal of the historic zinc slag stockpiles by Tartana Resources, with 

material excavated and trucked to Burnie for shipping overseas. This WDMP aims to provide a detailed 

methodology for mitigating and managing impacts associated with the presence, emergence, and spread of 

weeds, throughout the Project. 

The objectives of the WDMP are to: 

• Record the distribution of weeds declared under the Weed Management Act 1999 

• Record the distribution of significant, non-declared, environmental and agricultural weed species 

• Record the presence and distribution of pathogens 

• Provide control measures for identified weeds and pathogens and prevent new weeds and pathogens 

from establishing and spreading 

• Establish an ongoing monitoring and control program for weeds and pathogens for the site 

1.3 Resources 

The following resources are used to support this WDMP 

• Natural Values Atlas (www.naturalvaluesatlas.tas.gov.au) 

• DPIPWE’s Declared Weeds Index (includes images for identification, control guides, info sheets and 

management plans) (www.nre.tas.gov.au/invasive-species/weeds/weeds-index/declared-weeds-

index)  

• Annual Weed Audits to be conducted by Tartana Resources, commencing in the first quarter 2022 

Weed & Disease Management Plan 

 

Tartana Resources - Zeehan Zinc Project 
  
Date: 31st January 2022 
Revision: 1 
Job Ref: 7885 

http://www.naturalvaluesatlas.tas.gov.au/
http://www.nre.tas.gov.au/invasive-species/weeds/weeds-index/declared-weeds-index
http://www.nre.tas.gov.au/invasive-species/weeds/weeds-index/declared-weeds-index
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1.4 Site Description and Location 

The Zeehan Zinc Project is located on Henty Road, south of the Zeehan township. The site is primarily 

surrounded by bush, with no adjacent farmland. The Zeehan Landfill is located to the north of the site. The 

main areas onsite consist of: 

• Vehicle entrance and site office/amenities 

• Truck loading/turn around areas 

• Various working stockpiles 

• Historic workings (to be protected from disturbance) 

• Other areas outside of operational area but within Mining Lease boundaries 

2 EXISTING AND POTENTIAL WEED AND DISEASE ISSUES 

2.1 Species of Concern 

The Natural Values Atlas identifies four (4) weeds present within 500m of the site; other weeds may be added 

to this list as a result of site inspections or annual audits. 

Species Common Name Location Action 

Cytisus scoparius English Broom Outside of operational area NR 

Leycesteria formosa Himalayan Honeysuckle Outside of operational area NR 

Rubus fruticosus Blackberry Outside of operational area NR 

Ulex europaeus Gorse Within mining lease Active control and 
monitoring 

 

Other weeds (under the Weed Management Act 1999 (Tas.)) that were identified within 5km of the site 

include: 

• Various pampasgrass (including toe-toe and silver pampasgrass) 

• Spanish heath 

• Montpellier broom 

• Holly 

• Ragwort 

 

Actions: 

• Annual weed audits shall be undertaken for the mining lease area, with a focus on those species 

listed above as being present within 5km of the site 
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2.2 Gorse 

Gorse is a Weed of National Significance (WoNS). It is regarded as one of the worst weeds in Australia because 

of its invasiveness, potential for spread, and economic and environmental impacts. There is a Gorse Statutory 

Management Plan (Tas.) in place, under which the site is part of Zone B (focused on control and prevention of 

spread rather than eradication). 

The Department of Natural Resources and Environment website contains further information for the 

management and control of gorse: 

https://nre.tas.gov.au/invasive-species/weeds/weeds-index/declared-weeds-index/gorse  

Actions: 

• Annual weed audits shall note any new occurrences of gorse, and include recommended actions for 

eradication of new infestations, and/or other control measures 

• Locations of gorse within the mining lease area shall be photographed and GPS coordinates noted as 

part of the annual audit 

2.3 Phytophthera cinnamomi 

Phytophthora cinnamomi is an introduced pathogen that attacks the roots of susceptible plants. Phytophthera 

cinnamomi (‘root rot’) has been recorded in a location within 1km of the site (approx. 300m south of the South 

Stockpile, between Henty Road and Austral Creek), and is a known biosecurity risk.  

The Department of Natural Resources and Environment website contains further information and guides on 

identifying and preventing spread of Phytophthera: 

https://nre.tas.gov.au/biosecurity-tasmania/plant-biosecurity/pests-and-diseases/phytophthora 

Actions: 

• Water sampling personnel to use disposable boot covers for accessing site ‘Austral Creek below 

Tributary’, to minimise the risk of spreading Phytophthera 

• Annual weed audits shall include any signs of Phytophthera disease within the mining lease and 

along access tracks 
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